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Blue Goose , the pride of Clearfield
This beautiful blue Coach afforded a luxurious ride for Rowan and Morgan county people to visit relatives, go
shopping or just to take a magnificent scenic trip to enjoy the beauty of rural Kentucky.
It's regular route began at Clearfield and traveled over Clack mountain, through both the Paragon and the
Twin tunnels with Rigley as it's destination. This daily routine began in 1920 and ended in 1933.
The Blue Goose was powered by it's own motor and did not need a steam engine to pull it, even though it ran
on the railway track. This unique Coach is still in operation today out West . Knott's Berry Form,( a giant amusement
pork in Buena Pork, California) purchased the Blue Goose and several miles of track from the Morehead and North
Fork Railway system. As of today (Oct. 21st, 2005) the famous Blue Goose (now named :Galloping Goose")
~
transports hundreds of thousands of people each year around the scenic railway system at
_ ~
~~~ Knot's Berry Farm in Orange county, California.
~~_w'~

The Beginning Of The End Of The Good Old Railroading Days
This picture, taken in 1950, shows the last three steam
locomotives of the Morehead and North Fork Railroad
Company which will cease business January 17. Shown are
engines 11, 12 and 14. Because of superstition number 13 was
omitted. The engineer is the late Cliff McClellan, and standing
on the tract is M&NF President Roy Cassity. These engines
were later discontinued in favor of two diesels. Old number 11,
and old number 14 -are now in state parks. Old number 12

remains at Clearfield, and has been offered to any responsible
and recognized Morehead business or civic group that will
install it for posterity. The problem is the expense in building a
temporary siding so that it can be moved from the C&O to
perhaps the Jaycees Fairgrounds or a downtown location. Few
of the upcoming generation have seen a steam locomotive, and
the majority haven't ridden on a passenger railroad train.
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__ ;;?__,{J_ _

___

TEAMS

SCRAPERS

CARTS

CARS

EXPENSE

/7 ~-Q
32_, £[

__ jD___ ___ v,..,,._,.,,,,, ·-··-

W. B_._~is_e_r~ _ (CJ~
D. W. White

MEN
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~ 2___0 _j)___i
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T. M. Newton
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V. C. Miller
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Morehead & North Fork Railroad Company
~

.

TIME TABLE No. 16
Cancelling Time Table No. 15
EFFECTIVE 6: CO A. M. , MAY 28, 1923

'

..
1

SOUTH SOUND
Flrat Cius

1

STATIONS

No: 1
L •• ,., Dall y

No.
L.. , ..

3
Daily

I
I

Daih•J

f.xca -p t_ S_u: : : E_x_
« _•_• _S_u_n_d•_: E11cept S unda

_ _ __ ~ - -

I

19:81 a.m_
Hl:4 1 a. m_

s!0:50am
.· Arriv e • Daily
:·"£a: r cpt Sund a J

7.3
IO 5

13 0
15_0
19.0
22.0
25.0

l

,

I

1

Arrtve 1 Daily

II

A rrlv•• Daily

.Arrl v• • Daily

Except Sun.!la y

•

2Lg- isS:30 a _ m ,sl2·4 L p.rn - f3:45 P- m.
___ __.SUMMIT__ ___ 1 lL I S lU
it1 2:30 p.n1.
__ __ LI CK FORK .. I
:n2:22 p_m, ,
__ __ .PARAGON __ I
4L;r
1s12: 12 p_m -!
___ UPPER LICK __ _
3 1,gfll _59 u_m i
___ __ CRANEY__ __
5 Li.:
st l: 5q a.m :
1
___UM EK I_LN.
, lll:49 a_,n
___... BUCKET__ ____
ifl l :45 a.m
.. BLAlR S MILLS.
1 L 2S
I !'11:40 a.m _
____ \\' RIGLEY._
1 L iS
!~ll:28 a _m_
___ _.. REDWINE __
1S 1l. l
ls ll :13 a_ m

j

- -- -- - ________ _,1 -------- A..nlvea Oi.il1
A..r ri ve a lh.ily
•'.a:c:opl Sund~ >1 E1u:opt S un d • ~

Flret Cius
1

Gcept Sunda) I E•cept Sund a

~9: 15 a .m 81:40 p . m :!s4:15 p. m _ 0_0
s!l:20 a.m 8lj45 p. m ls4:20 p. m 1 5 __ _CLEARFIELD _ _
s!l:5 1 a . m _
fl0:01 a m.
Hl0:05 a.n.
fl0: 15 a rr,
flO:l!J a n1.
J]0 :24a_n: _
s lC:4~ a _m _

! ~ORTH BOUNO

~ _ N~. __2_1 No.4 j~~
~
j
-----!- ~ --,
j
I
I
___MOREHEAD - -!
ll,g- ,s8:3 5 a_ m 1s12:45 P m-1s3:50 p, m.

No. 5

J~..,,.

I

;;J
.g'
8"

0

------ --------

R eg ular Stop
' 'f" Fla g Stop

5 "

r a i n Nn . 11n 1du:• c:onne c:tb:i. at Mo~·c he.$d with C . &0 . T ·e.in1 2:i ood 2G
ra in h o. ◄ nia l(e • c:onne cti.o n ut IV,on: heaJ with C . & 0.1r h ina 22, 23 11nd 24

_\ _________ '-·-

···- - - - - -- - -- -

\ L e11•e1 Onil>' j Le,.vu Oailr
r.11.ccpt 5und ,. Y] E•c:~pt Sun<ln
1

Le io·c • D,·d ly
[ x ce pl S und•y

luued h ..- M. C . CROSLEY. S•.1pcdnt.,n d ent

MOREHEAD & NORT H fORK RAILROAD. c,,crllek!i Ky .

Morehead & North Fork Railr~ad Company

TIME '.fABLE No: 16
Cancelling Time Table No. 15
EFFECTIVE 6:GO A . M., MAY 28, 1923
.
'
......3
riJ

SOUTH BOUND
Flrat Cius

I

No:

1
~
No. 3
Lenve•

Daily

Leave•

Daily

[

j

())

NORTH
BOUND
.,,

"CJ

Flritt Clnss '

:::r

STAT!ONS

No. 5
Leave•

Except Sunda~ Except Sund .. ; Exce;,t

I.

0
;;1
(1)

1

-

~

_ No. __z _ l _ N_o._4_ _N_·o_.__6_

I 0~
Dailv .\ A_r rivea Dally Arrivea Deily
Sunc!a1 ~----- ----------- I-~--,Ex~;~ t Sund t~~i ~--;t_c_~_pt- Su_n_d__• _ ~~~-pt_S_un_ d~:
I
'
I
p. m. 0.0 ... MOREHEAD ..!
lLg s8:35 ·a. m lsl2 :45 p m.1s3:50 p, m.
Dail;•

1

I

At'i"'ivit-1

(fl

I

I

s9: 15a. m slA0 p. m:'s4:15
s~l:20 a. m sl;45 p. m s4:20 p. m 1 5 ... CLEARFIELD ...
2Lg _ js8:30 a . m.i sl 2:41 p.m. i:c3:45 p. m.
19:31 a. rn . '
.
.
....
SUMMIT
..
...
.
·1 L 1S 1 [)
! f 12:30 p. rll.
..,
f9 :41 a. m.
- I ·
!f12:22 p .m, i
7.0 .... LICK FORK...
1
t--9:51 a.m.
10 5 _.. __p AR AGO N .. . .
4 Lgs_ :Vi ·:;l 2 p. rn -!
fl0:01 am.
3Lg
·, Hl59
13 0 ... UPPER LICK. .
Hl0:05 a . n.
5Lg
\,
..._,_;+'s 11:55 a.m
15.0 . ..... CRANEY .. .. .
f10:15 a . rn .
.. ..LIME KU,N, .
i
:};-j!l. fll,:49 a.m
fl0:19 a n1
...... BUCKET... ..
'i. · );{T~H:45 a. m
110:24 a.m .
1L2S
- !tll:40 a.m .
19.0 .. l3LA[RS MILLS.
$l0:4l a.rn .
lL iS ,
!~ll:28 a .rn .
,22.0 ..... YVRIGLEY....
i=;!0:50 a rn
lS ll. 1
isll:13 a.m
125.0 ...... REDWIN E. ....
'!

,

·t

.: Arriv e • Daily

.t Ex c~pt Sunda)

' - -- -- - - ----- - - ·- ---------- -"S" Regular Stop
"F" Fla g Stop

Arrive• O a il7 I ~ -r : iv .-.- Daily ·1
•: xccpt Sund.;,.yj Except Sunda~

a.m\

---------- ! _ __ ------·--- - --- ---

I

Le u vc• D e ily
Leaves Daily
Except .Sun dtt ~ Except Sun<ln

- --- -

Lc a • e s Daily
E1cept Sunday

---·-- -----·--·- --- --

ra j n N o. 1 rn n tu.:a conncctb :1 o.t Mq~•~head with C. &O. T ·ainii 23 and 2 6
rrnin N o. 4 maltea connection at W.o.rt:hcad with C. & U. 1 n, in t. 22, 23 and 24

.

lssued h :• t-,1. C. CROSLEY, Superint-t1ndcnt

MOREHEAD & NORH! rOr-tK RAILROAD. Clearflf!ldi Ky.

.,.·,

CORRECTIONS MUST BE MADE BEFORE PAY-DAY

No . ... /

c/..J..

..

£

Ticket No . ..

[{

o. 1 and 2

A/

M ~ ~ ~/ - · ·· ······ ····· ·· ·········· ····· · · · · ······ ···· · ·· · ·· · ·········•··· ··· · · ····· ·•

I N ACCOUNT WITH

THE LEE COAL COMPANY
CLEARFIELD, KY.

c:lf2s.,:fJ:.f.~ . 19 L'f- lnd.,,,ivc

To ....

\

"' G:>ci0
...
....,
§ G:>
t)

.d
"O

=;

~; ,U£/:f~ .Cwt. Coal

@ ..

""-.""- a.

o-,. CR.

a,

J/J.'ll::=::::::::::::=ll=. =J=/=. . . =9:::h:::. . .

,H

~11 ' " .............. ............... hours@ .............. .
.-'3>

_.r-',I ~

~l: " w.. . .~ ....... .feet@ ........ _. .. ..

·~· ---

...,
·......... feet@ ............... .
=
= \l ' " ~
:>-.
... : · " ........... . .... .??.Itl.f !..f. . . ..
«t/ j - ~ 0 / (J--vv .::If
...= ...

"O

G:>

ol

G:>
rn
G:>

i:,..

ol

G:>

I

ol

..., .~
...,
~
::,

::,

rn

:;

Q
Q

G:>

rn
0

:!

0

" Powder and Oi l

=
f;

~

G:>

ol

G:>

" Rent

i:,..

=
... .d

......, .......,
= "'
.~
... =
=
...
8
0

'' Smithing

.d

Ir:

rn

........ . -·---~---·· .
=

=

To Tool Rent

ol

oS

:a

... .

0

.~
"O

. .·.:~ ; :·.:::·:·.:·.·::::::::· :::::::.:
..

=

','.o

0

rn

G:>

~

iii

Ill
Q

" Coal
" Doctor
" Store

"O

G:>

...,.,G:>
...,

G:>

.0
G:>

"O

.s
"' :>-.
"'
:aE-< =
ol

...,0

"

//jb

==1=
=
1/ _'JJb/JU~

Balance 'Due
Total,

R E CEIVED the above cash balance, beinJ! in full of all accounts to date

,,.

Sign here ____ __ ---- - - ------ , ____ ____ . __ _____________ ____ _
Witness ___ ___ . _______ _____ ··-- __ ________ _____ ______ _

-

:_. ;,:;:.~l:rl_•~.:-~.~'.·
••••

n .~

•

~ : : , , ,,

-~::,

... . .

:;\~.

i~ .:'~~~:~t!b.;L
~il.
.·.:;:;:·:<·· .:.·,:,:;::;... :··, ...::::·,::::.:::

_;'~;t~;:.:; '.;'.:~q~~;;~;:~~~iflj:iil:::·

;

.:?:?\i,., .

... ::•,.

~'

_1-:. ......... : .•.....,~, . •.... .

\VORKING ON DE RAILROAD-Taken in 130 7 this picture shows construction of the More
head and No:r-th Fo'rk RailrQad. They are excavating a · tunnel. Standing in front are the lat
Willie ,Day and Ollie Johnson, no,v living in l\Iorehead. Fifth man in ro,v is Frank Smedley
deceased, ·brother of Kate I-Iarg·is, 1\10:·ehead an :i he~ uncle Jack Smedley. l\lan at u1>per righ
is Chat·lie 1\-I;yn hier,. the foreman.

FTom The Conection

I
,(

Dr. Ja(?k_O.

Elffs· Of:

552 w. Sun St
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

IN CIRCUIT . CC:UR'I' OH' TH r

UiH'.;'1:'.D STA'.i'T:S

AT F'RAlHYORT.
COMPLAINAHTS,

Rj n ehart Dennj s & C'o.

vs.

Th:is cRuse cnm:ing 0n :for heRrjng on t;h1? mr,tj on for a sale
o t' the proper t j~s 0f the def~nciRnt, l~lorer..ead & West Uberty

Raj lro a d Comp :-rn::,·
th0 record,

P..D ti

th e Cnurt be j ng su ff'j cj ently advj sed upon

'=xh:ilJjt,s, aff:i tlavj1-,s and p a pers fj1ed and after he

an c., nnvr ri.djudges that t,he rnoU nn t' or s11eh ~,2le be and the same

s

,➔ t

forth.

p:rjv:ilee;es c1n6 fn=m c hses belnng jng nr jn any wjs e
to .sf-lj d lj ne · o f r rd lro 2. d rmd

u!)on

whj

j

RPPertajr.jrgj

nc J udj ng a ll the l rmds and ground!

ch the sa:i iJ ljne of raj lr0ad

j

s loc a ted, also all lands

an:; e;r ounjs acqu5Ted, held, or w-; ed for fddjngs,

t urnouts or

stnt:inns, shops, s1; nck-hous':ls, of.'nces or yards for t,}:e nse of
0c1j rj

RR 5 lrnr-i.d Cnmp;:my, a nd al s o Rll -?ng:i n1-;s c1.n <i rnRcr: j nery, cnrs,I

tonls, t, jes, t:im l-J9rs, r Rj ls, wl1e i:-; ls, jron, fuel,

furnjt-ure,

'

rolljng-stock an r:i a11 other mai; er:i F.tls used jn the constructj r,n,,
equjpm~t; or operatjon of t,he sr-i.:ir.i rc=dlroad wh:ich j t has on
han::i ann also a J.l t,h,3 rj g hts-0f-way and easements cnnnected. y;j 1h

1.

i
'

,: •
,_ ...

'

;

. (

·~

.

·'

· And

j

t

j

~~:~• .: :.

s now ordered n.nd. A.dj 1J.dged. that the rec ej ver of ·

thjs Court, A. H. hlcCl~re, no w jn charge of sajci property

· ,f

under the former onJ.er of tM s court jn t;hj s cause shall eX!)OSe.......

.

, ,. .M V.:-

ed t,o publj c sale on .:rim": 11th, 1906, bejng more than f0ur week:

f r om tMs date at, tte frnnt door of the Court Hcrnse jn the Town
of Jl.\nrehead :in t, he Count:y of Rowan State nf Kent:uclcy,

about

the r.our of t,,velve o'clock (nonn) at pubJ.jc out-cry to the high•

est and best b5dner. on t,h e follow:in r; terms, t.o-w:it:

Twenty-fj\.e

w:i th jn t,~rest at t,he rRte of s:ix per cent per annui;n fr0m day . of

s aJ. e un tj 1

pRj

d p11:rchF.1s er

t, 0

~~x

ecu t e h0nds w:i th e;ond s ecurj ty,

force nf sRle bo nlis npon wM ch exe cut;j 0n

wj

1 1 :i ~s ue

j

1' not pa:i ~-

at m-2..turj t;y; but t he purchaser may pay off FJ.nd sat:i sfy, the sa:i d

bond.s anri accnrnnJ. Rt, ed :interest at any t:ime befcwe m2..t11:rj ty,

h e ~lects to do so.

j

f

Th~ sl'lj d saJe shaJ.l b<:; mr3.rJ e c-.nly a ft.er

ar'.iv ~~rt;j s •~ment by 1;h e pubJ.j catj nn of not:i c es of' the tjme and

ki n:r r.; an Coun t y, Ky,, jn each of

t r, e d.at.e of the sale.

, hjch sajcj not,jG es shn.lJ..appear

11

Notj ces of s,d d sR18 shall also he pub-

.
Upon complj a.nee

wj

th the terms of sale, that

j

s, by- pay.-

m'=nt of 1:he requ:ired cash Rnd · th~ execntjnn oft.he· requjred
bon ds possessj on o .f the propertj es above descr:i bed shall ' be

..

I

delivered to the purchaser.

Provjded, however, that no sale

~

. ,,._·,

shall be ma6e under thj s decr,::le for a les s prj ce than Thj rty

. 1- -··

Dollars ((~30 ,ooo .oo ),\

!t· Thnusanri

w:i tbjn · four days after s.=d ii sale: and. saj d report shall li"e' over ·

?'

C:

fnr h ed
~

?

j

days fo-r. ex cepUnns j f any ther,3 be·, of whjch the par~~~

es':J" to,., thj s acti:nn ilre to take nnU ce ,d thout further advj se...,.,

. . t
ll1 ~ '

•

~

'-~

t \ l·

·,

t

' .

~

3

/

.

C O PY.
1901.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. , 1f.AY
PROPOSAL.

we, the undersig~ed, a g ree to do the work and furnish all material
f o r the co r;~plet ion of such work as the MOREHF..AD AND WEST LIBERTY RAILROAD
COMPArTY will let according to plans, profile and specifications furnished
at the following prices, viz:For
It
II

It

"
"
"
"

"

II
II

"
"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"ii
"
"
II
II
II

"
"
II

"

II

"
II

"

. --- -· ··-·-- ·-- . ·- --·--- ... -···- -·-· --$· . 62
solid rock excavation, - -.32
loose rock excavati on .25
hard pan .excavation
.17
earth excavationexcavation in water earth -excavation in wat~r loose rock excavatioh in water--solid rock
lat-class bridge masonry 2nd-class bridee masonry ) - --- - ---· · · ····- --- -- ·- -··· 7.00
3rd-class bridge masonry --- · · · --- - - - --· - ·- 4.50
1st-class arch masonry - 2nd-class arch masonry 3rd-class arch masonry- brick masonry - box culvert masonry--dry -3 .50
box culvert maaonry--in cement,----- - -------- 4.25
retaining wa.11--dry-- - - ·- - ······ - -- - ····· ·· ----retaining wall--in cement ····-· - - -- - -------- ·
slope wall -- - - -- ---· - ----------- -· ---- -····· - -----rip- rap -- - · - · --------- · - --- - - -- -- --- - -- ------ --- ---- --- ----payin g - -laid dry · - - ··· · · · · - -- ·· -paving- -grouted - . ·
- - ·· - · ··
·· - ·--- ---·····-· ------- -concretedrain pipe-- 24-inchdrain pipe-- 18-inchdra.in -pipe 15-inch
drain pipe 12-inchfoundation, bridge and trestle,
WHI'l'Jij OAK- 28.00
foundation bridee and trestle,
.
TI;J,LOW PINE-32.00
- ---·-- - ·-.05
wro1i ght iron, in place ·· - -- - -- ·-2.65
tunnel excavation ... - · · - - --------- --28 .00
tunnel timber 11
- - .. -· - ------ -· 1 . 50
packing- -dry . - -· ··-···- .. -·· · - --- - - -·····--·-- 2 .50
p~cking cement -

per cubic yd .

"
"
"
"

"

It

"

"

II

"
"
"II

II

"
"
"
"

"

"

"
"

"

"
II

"

II

II
II

II

II

"II

"
"

"

"
"

II

II

II

"

II

"

II

"

II

"

"

"
"

II

II

II

"
II

II

It

II

It

per lineal ft.
II

II

II

It

II

II

"

"II

per 1000 ft BM
II
"
"
per pound.
per cubic yd.
" 1000 ft .B .M
11
cubic yd.
II
II
"

The above prices apply to tunnel and one and one-half miles each
side--··- for the balance of the work prices for earth loose and solid
rock to be increased one cent per cubic yaad. Remaining items the same.
It is understood· that foundations, pipe 1 &c to be at cost and 10,%
To execute contract within five (5J days from date.
Said contract
to be similar to contrac t s of a like nature as are drawn by the Chespeak
& Ohio. Railroad Company; t o bein g work within ten (10) clays after signing
contract and finish same on or before
day of
1901 .
Rinehart, Dennis & Co.
We will complete work in five months and probably sooner. Air compresser is ready for j_Jn.rnediate shipment and tunnel work will go night
and day, ' and will work every man we can possibly eet in the tunnel.

<S.'Ylyd,f'v

LA,-,·i

(?c' 'Y,,. 7u--,

1 •l( 1 1-o

/<-'j

I'

&i ·

1Ui!T. ~- 1ronnJ1 . .
!,ITtU!!Ct:,
~i 3trirt ,Mtorn~!! 21st ~ndicinl ~istrtct,
~ll.or.clr.cnd, 'K!!,

· ·· From.T'he Collection Of:
·or. Jack 0. Ellis .
·· 552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40361
..
606-784-7478
,
•'

...

~

--

..

~-'·

No. ____________ .·- -----·--·----------

·nestination ________________________________________

Original Point of Shipmen _ __

CONSIGNEE AND
DESTINATION

FREIGHT
CHARGES

FOOTING

OF

ADVANCES

PREPAID

WAYBILL

FOOTING 0
DIFFERENCE TO BE ADDED
DIFFERENCE TO BE DEDUCTED

v
·.,: >

·============.==============
\ TARIFF AND DIVISION SHEET
AUTHORITY

·,.,

ESTABLISHE D 1902

Tn.e Clearfietd·T rust Company
CAPITAL $150,000??

GEO. R . BIG L ER, Pres id ent
P. T. DAV I S.Vice Pre.St.and Trea s.

SURPLUS

$ 525,00099

Clearfield,Pa.

A . K . S TAVER.secy ano Ass't.Treas

June 22, 1929

L .T. GAULIN.AsSt.Sec'y and ASSt. Treas .
W.E L BR I DGE B ROWN, TrustOfficer

Mr. M. c. Crossley,
c/o Morehead & North Fork Railroad co.,
Clearfield, Rowan co., Ky.
Dear Murvel_:
We are in receipt of your favor of the 19th
inst., enclosing savings bai-ik book No. 9189 in your name
as Trustee for Helen Dorothy Crossley.

As re quested, we

have made a charge- of $28.63 against this accoui:t and enclose herewith our check payabl~ to the order of Henry L.
Doherty & Company for like amount.

We have made the en tries

in the bank book up to date and re turn it herewith.
Yours very truly,

, Vice
. ,

c.

res.

from Selections From Mor g an County Hist"ory •• by He len Price Stacey
( An excerpt from,7Tifhe M&NF, Wrigley, And A Town Named For Lenox Soap")

•••••••••
Elmer Sulzer, formerly with the University of Ky. and Dept. of Rad io at
Ind University, Bloomington, Ind., is an avid railroad fan, pqrticularly
of abandoned roads, Rnd helped compile the information for this story :
Murvel Crosley, president today of the M&NF, says he almost lost his life
at the Leno}( switchback years ago when he was auditor of the M&NFo
"Sam Brown and I were returning from a trip to Lenox on M&NF motor car
#15 ,"said Crosley,1'and had stopped at the switchback so Brown could set the
switch. A brake shoe of the motor car turned over and I startoo. to kick it
back when my shoe got caught in the crank shaft. Before I could be freoo.
the flesh of m7i leg had been stripped from lmee to ankle, and I lost
consciousness.'
Crosley' s companion, Brown, had never operated a motor car but he managed
to g et ~~osley to Wrigley where a doctor was found~
11 It so happened, 11 continued Crosley, ?tthat the doc-cm, Wa$ out of anesthet j
I had rallied and was suffering from the injuries. The doctor told me he did
have a pint of whiakey on hand arrl I could drink that as a pain-killer while
he packed my leg with antiseptic. The whiskey was a great help on that
0

, OCC 8.S iOilo II

••••• • ••• ••

Of all those who frequented the (/myx) springs in the early days none
were more reg ular visitors than the Youngs of Morehead.
11 Iwas about eig ht when I first went to the springs, 11 recalls El i z ab eth
Y oung Horvath, Louisville. "We were living at Morehead then, and my f ather
William Young and uncle, Allie Young, and families camped at the s pr i ngs
every sum.mer ••••••• I remember many Whitts and Blairs and knew the or i ginal
personnel of the Clearfield Lumber Co., also Cleff McClellan and M. c. Cro sl es
of the M&NF. 11
• •

• • 0 • •

• •

•

• •

Near t h e (Twin Tunne ls) · section · known as the winding stairs o c c urred
ant inc id ent t h at should gQ down in_rat l_road annals. AJ3 Pres i dent Cros l ey
put i t o nc e , " I t s houldn't hav e ·h appened t o anyone. 11
A cold rain h ad fallen for s ev·er a l days and Engine er McClellan a nd
Crosley, then superintendent, were riding in the cab of a 12-c ar t r a i n of
coal, timber and merchandise. They, to g ether with the crew, wer e anxious t o
get to Clearfield and a warm fire. At Adkins Curve, out of Redwine abou t two
miles, McClellan hap pened to look back arid saw five cars leave t h e track and.
land on t heir sides. It was necessary to leave the cars as they were for t h e
t ime b e i ng and the remaining cars started toward Clearf i e ld . A short time
l a ter • • •McClel lan .. saw f our more cars leave the track. Gro s ley, t h i nk i ng
he mi gh t h ave a s t eadier h and , t ook over the contr ols, and with a t br e e-car
t rain s tarted a g ain for Clearfield. All went well until McClur e I s h ero.' Par ago:
was reached and still another car hit the ditch, due to soft ra il s . ·w ith
faces red as a switchman's lantern, the crew finally arrived at Clearf i eld
with a two-car trainl

..........
The pres ent M&NF crew

i s known for its friendliness as well as t he er ein the early days. They don&t g ather up churchgoers as they did in the old d
but they have been lmown to make unscheduled runs to Morehe ad and b a ck just ·
special friends could say they had taken a ride on the Morehead ani North Fo·

-·-
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Business Recovery
Reaches High Peak' ·
The nation's mines, mills aRd
factori'es poured out evidence '

last
monthis that
the business
recovery
becoming
a fulfledged boom .
Industrial productioll..) rose two
.his year points
to a record h·igh rate at .
)rdain 24 152 per cent of the. 1947-49 avern had to age, the F.ederal ·Reserve Board
1Iethodist reported this week .
;ins suf·The ·index climbed two points
above the. April rate which, the
ing .will board announced, has been read State vised upward. The April gain
was ro·uiid to have been three
•. pastor points instead of t~e two points
orthville
named \eported last tnonthL;:,,
1r". and
Laurel
; named
"Rural
on, was
1y leadj seven·
:ht into
:ed five.
·ee la.Y•

.. ministo the
·urisdic•
mts ap>r. Wil-

ourville
·. Poore
rnd · the
gton to

i,

Rail Car
Ru11s. 0 ver 6:
Yea19 o· I~ Bny

Leaf Stabilfr:.ation
Bill I~ Approved

U

I

'1

Ordeal Gruesome As··
Locomotive Summoned
By M&NF Railroad

A bill to stabilize •fobacco
prices by freezing .supports for
five years now has been sent
to the \.Vhi le House.
The Senate. which hid passed
the bill Parlier . approved a
House change and passed it
a g a i n. Kentucky Republican
Senator John Sherman Cooper
said he ·personally would ask
President Eisenhower to sign the
bill, which is des.igned to keep
American tobacco competitive
overseas.

With ·Cha
Rowan Grou1
For Contract
Engineering i

A delegation of {
citizens, and busil
will meet this (Thu
ing with Gov . A. B.
Highway . Com missi
Oates in Frankfort
awarding the contr
struction of a zon1
office at Morehead.
The State has ..P
_
site about three n
Morehead on U . S.
The annual LPxington Junior known as the Pine :
League Charity Horse Show will
be th1·s vear Jul"• 12-18. at the LexOdales pe_rs_oti_[!ailY_bs
1an acqu1s1 on, u
.
T.
. ·T
k L . gt
mgton . rottmg . rac , exm on. sulted · in preparati
Afternoon .sessions are on the prints, probably beca
12th and the 18th begmmn~ at 1 gubernatorial electiot
·
rea : ngmeer
Sunday the 12th is devote.d en• who accompanied t:
tire!y to Hunters.
Frankfort today, said
E1·e ning sessions ~ are the 13th ing of aQout 20,000 f
through the 18th at 7:15 o'clock be r .! !quired at this
~ronday through Thursday and range plans caU for 4
i : 45 o'clock Friday and Saturday. by 1963 working in c
The show this war will offer Morehead office whi;
~ 'p rize money and trophies northeastern Kentuck
and there will be a total ·of 93 . Under the revised
events including 38 stakes. Entries way department pro<
close June . l6.
additional functions
For information and entry have be-en-·delegated
blanks, contact Lexington _Junior neering divigon. K
League Horse Show, P. 0 _ Box six . ;i.rea offices like
v
·
Morehem:l..
1092, Lexington, n.Y ,
Oates said last wee]

Junior l..Jeague
Horse Show To

rnn over Tuesday by a fre ight
car of the ~Iorehead and '.\'orth
Fork Railroad .
The vic'.i.m is Joedy Rigsby, 500
of r.Ir. and Mrs. Alva Rigsby of
Clearfield . The accident happened
Jbout 12:30 p. m.
:\1&'.\'F employees said the rail · cars o,"' cay
l
All artists in Kentucky are in- road was s h ·r
I ting
vited to submit designs for the from the main line to Le e Cl ay
Christmas Seal design contest, for Products Company . This is done
prize:s including a $200 art scholar- without locomotive propulsion as
ship and $600 in cash.
the tracks are eleYated so the
e owsv1 e Tuberculosis As- cars . with slight boost. will roll
sodation announced the opening onto the Lee Clay spur.
of the contest today . It ends Sept.
Joed v, who was playing in the
7, when entries must be in the vicinit;• of the Clearfield IGA
mail.
Storr, might ha\'e been on the
. First prize in the contest is a tracks and did not hear the ap·
$200 art scholarship at the Art proaching cars .
Center Association School, LouisHis ri ght leg anrl right arm
ville, and sso· lli cash . Second werr amputated al the LPxint'tlln
prize is $30, and the third place 1-iospital. Physic ians said hi~ left
winner 'will receive $20.
1eg was badly cut and it might also
Winners automatically will be be necessary to remo\'e it. His
eligible for ttrennationwide contest, condition this morning was imsponsored by the National Tubercu- orol'ed. but the hospital r~ported
losis Association, and carrying a he was s1ill cri..ti.cal a..n.d .ii it
.
·
I
·
$500
first pace -pnze.
necessary t o remove th e oth er Ie
Entries of winners will be dis'. that recovery is doubtful.
'
body ·is in agreeme
played in the lobby at the LouisMost trying minutes fpr specMorehead building sh
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structed, but addf:~!
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~
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i.rr. and
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A . ~e past few months from each area of the nation.
was unconscious through the or• Williams. Sr., .Morehead , has been way department let
Louisville judges will form a deal.
granted admission to Transflvania tra.cl,5 th an in ail'f
three-man committee, composed
College , Lexington. and has been period .
.of a commercial artist, an artistawarded the Mrs. Nathaniel Harris
Yochum, said he
teacher and a fine arts painter. · Heu Appropriate
engineering office . _a1
Everyone .interested can obtain
Scholarship.
might be built for $1
contest rules and specifications Name For
Job
Miss Williams, June graduate foot .
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Louisville Tuberculosis Associa-.
c oo,
ore ea , w 1
n r has verbally ,. a~=.u"•
+;n
_ !1 ofjice, 507 .S. Thi-" Street,
'
ing cl:iss at the S9uthern Police Transylvania in ·the fall. While at and water to the -site .
.,.,,_
iu
Institute in- Lom-sville Friday B
· · '
Louisvil,le.
_...
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Of the Beta Club, the Science miles for hoi:ne and b1
himself. .
, ~ h C
li
Club, ~the band and the chorus . .s.truc.tion .on U • . S. 60 ~
Mn. Crutcher On
Laws IS a
ort
aro na She has a1so nercr··· cfass ... . offices· the drawbacks bas be
Democratic Committee
Highway Patrol sergeant.
and ,been on both the school ·an- city utilities:
"
nual and newspaper staffs .
_ _ _ _ _ __
Mrs . W. E. Crutcher, Morehe;id.
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liessra, A.w.r,ee ~nd John W.Wrigley,

··?: .;Olearf'ield,

PA,

Penna.,

Oftntle1Y1en :-

Well; there are Bome :runny things happen.

As you know, this J)al'ty Boob who hae been writing ue, has
turned oµt to be. C, o. Everte :from Harrisburg, as you:r M:r.. st:raw
I

It

,1,

1-..

Boob; jaske.d, .me} t .o , mF,et him Rt the w:tndeo:r . Hotel last night and

I

I wrote him that I could. not. do that, but would see him here . this
,; ,·

:"'·;morn.1 ng.

;

1 1 ;

\

1> \

I

!'Ii,\

/

•

This morning I received the f'ollo,ring letter, written f':rom
t.he·- W.indeor
Hotel;, .
. ...
. "

•yqur ,,tavo~ reneived.

sorry Mr. Boob could not
time to keep his appointment with you,
,·, , r.:•.'i however, I will be glad to see .you here in the
Hotel Parlor at eight a.m. Friday, June let and we
can t ·h en .t"'lk .matt.e re over.
Thanking you for your
prompt reply, . I remain,
.
.. .
, , , Very truly,
/signed/
c.o.Everte,
·
;,,;, ,,,· <.>. ,c. 1, :· :, 1 . •\ ., , •.
Windsor Hotel,"

get here

in

0 ,

I . sent Albert Levy there and inste ad of finding l<r. Everts
he found,:Mr !S.~ By,ert~, and brou ght her

around here . to my of'f'ice,

anq. :t i }laye. juat .,,had e.n ,interview with her, and after a long talk

witn 1 h~~, I am no further along in the matter than I was - - I hardly
know whether.,;s he , is a friend of · 08.lT.' e or · againet him.

The most

she eaya .. 1e that Js he can tell me a whole lot.
r ,l1ave •, arranged to go to the Windsor Hotel and me ~t her at
twelve o, c1ock.·,

L do not know how much informa.tic n I will get out
;

.... .
_

• ·- ~-;.lo;,

.., ·

(j)

~ -

• J,

'

• '

•

· '·
.
• ' • .

f
:

••
•

A.~.L., and J.W.W.

I run going to Herr York A.tone o'clock, so r will have

of her.

a little time to talk to her.
Sl1e ,eaye , ahe is ·the -wife of C.G.E\1 ert.s, a.no.she ea.ye they

!lave eleven shares of stock tn the Morehead

&

West Liberty R.R., And

she eaid she heard that Bill Young was here Rnd sold out for 821,500.00,
;

I

f '.·

}. • '.

.-'·_. ~

. ~~

.'

;·

nll of which I denied.

I satd. I only knew Bill roung by stght,

and never saw Oa:rr •
.

\:.. ~- !

i. .'.

t

,:;_

Of course, I did not heei tate to tell her hc v: I rms intereateq

in the lumher and reilrond proposition; that I knew nothing about
,;.'; ,_._,_!

·-..

these people, but tJrnt we would buy the old road if we could do so
at a reasonable price.

If not, that we were going on and. nornmence

pu1ld1;-ig on o~ ne;w line at once.
!

so.id to her that if Carr or her friend wanted to buy the

old road thyY of c·o urse have e. perfect right to do so.

She said

no:· that ahe understood that Carr had Clo.rk Bros., and Judge Elkins

associe.teo. with them and were getting out a new charter and were
goin g to h1.ti l cl a new rRilroad from Morehead to a point called Pin Hook.
'
She said' she
¥ianted to talk to me very confidentially, Rnd

th;t she thou ght she could have confidence in me, and all that l;:ind
'

,.

of think.

·1 am not entirely sure that she is not playing the

p c=i. rt , of' a · detective, in some sort of \\lay, but she is weleome to all

the information she got out of me, because I on :i y ha d one line of
t Al k to gi ve her; that is , t h at we had the timber in that country
and we are going to build a railroad to develope it.

Yours

\ V. ~.

\.-f c..:C ORMICJ.,,:,

Pn~FHnENT.

JOI-IN VV. WRI G LEY,

~ . VV ~ LEE;, Vtc1e-Pn 1.:,uon:N'J'.
#

Bxc•v

,-

ANO

TRBAR,

J\'IonE~EAD AND NORTH FoRK RAILROAD COMPANY
218 GIRARD BUILDING
n:. '-"?.

I TESS, ·

.

Pmr.AnELPmA, PA.

June lat, 19 06.

From The Collect;
Clearfield, Penna.,
Gentlemen:-

Of:
Dr. Jack
552 W. SunSt
Morehead, KY
1
606-784-7473

o. e,f: ·
4035

Well; I hP.v~ juet. completed my second interview with
Vrs. Everts, et the Windsor Hotel.
Now, I have found t'heee people are relatives of C8l'r.

carr•e mo-t her, merried the Grand-father of this Mr.

&

Mr.

Ml's. Everte,

e.nd these Everts have a_ Uncle by the name of Boob, whai lives with
,,

them.

t11e·

From her story, Carr has succeeded. in ,getttn_g money :from

:ram11y.

This
but l

l'10nian aaya

her husband is in the employ of the

Pern1a. R.R.

do not know in fihat capacity, and this Mr. Boob, her Uncle, ia

a Civil Engineer and he is away from home a good dee.l of the time.
}°

1

_

I

'.i

•

Now, they seem to have it in for Carr - - she seems to have

a wholly contempt. for Carr, A.nd she also ia very much dorm on Bill

Young.
I talked right straight to her at thia second interview, and
asked hen .,hy she should come here to see me about this.

Her reply

ll~s that .she mere lY v:anted to get on the inside of' it, and know what

it all meant, as Carr had made them so many promises - - that

oarr

he.d told ,tl)em we had bought Bill Young's interest for $21,500.00,

which they . did. not helieve - - that he (Carr) and Clarke ancl Ju

Elkine were going to build a road to parallel ua.

I ~sked her why he husband did not come to see me, and she

e

page

#2

said he could not get away :from home very well, nnd that she, as the

wi~e of an employe of the Penna,R.R., got a pass, so it did not
coat here nnvthinr-7 to come, and she di.d her shopping here.
I, of course, har dly kno..,.- how much of this to believe, but

she eeeme . to be ,willing to swear to it.

She asked rue i f I was going to attend the eale of t he old
road end I aaid, yes • .
let her knew

She gave me her address 8. nd asl<.ed me to

bought it.

~ 10

She said they real : y cto not expect

to evor get anything out of it.
Sl1e so 1:>me 1l tc, he familiar with old man Harding's deal, Although ehe said she v1as no relation of his •

.. r, . of course; . tnJ keid very

freely to her as to our poei tion

in • •t he ma:t. ter, , and I of course, expressed a great de al of' sorror;

f or h~rself nnd family, but ehe seem~d to he very anxious to tell
me that Carr, the Clarks and Judg" Elktns v,ere going to build a road

and parallel ue.
I said to her very plainly, if you are here in the intereet
of. .Cerr tryinR' •to get inf ormation I h ave told you our exact position,
and we have n ot hing to c onc~ Rl.

This, of course she denied very

emphe.ticallY.
Now, o.fter eurnin g this all up, I am more tr1an ever convinced

t liat Carr, the Clnrl<:a and Judge Elktns are going to bid up this old
road on us above , the pric~ we A.re wil l tn r: to.pay; for the reason, I
belteve t ha,t the Clarks an d Jud ,e Elkins believe it tc be a i ood rail·,' ,,'•

.. -..:..·

------·------------------

_;_
·

r ad pro··_osi tion, and t hat tl: ~y ,ytJ 1 fine.l :.y drive us over to them;
that is,

,r~

---

l"f:i.11 ·then ab andon t he ide a of building our new line ~ind

"1:i.ll . com'e to them.

-~

page

#3

I want to put myself on record right here, now, - If that is

the caee, ae far e.s I am concerned., I would sacrifice $100, ooo. oo
rather -than be associa ted 1,v ith them, or be dri,ren into any terms

by

. I most emphattc a l1y will not have anything to do with them in

them.

nny ?TRY, · sh Ap e or manner, as far as jotni.ng them i11 builcling a

rilroad is concerned.
thnt

L

All1

unwi.lJ._ing

t~

I uj,ll even

f;O

:f urther than that, and say

m8ke any traffic a.rrnn,o:ement l'ri th t11em,

unles s ." v:e are driven to do so as a charte:->en co;r:poration.
When she asked me t.he questton as to whether or not we boug}1t
Bill Younis' int~rest for

t~n, 500. oo, I

said to her emphatically, no

but she diet not ask me whet1:.er we bought it at a."1Y price.
1f;l1~ sRid 1 f we ha.d any ctealinga wi. th either Oarr or Young

that tbey . would be.at us.

I . nsked her who tclcl her ,,r e boup:ht Bill Youn~' s interest
and. she se.id it came tJ1rougl1

Carr.

She also eai,d that the C:l tt~rnns of Morehea.d had threatened
Vt'Jngeance on BilJ Young for selling 0arr out, as it would inte
- wi .t.h the nompletion of t.J1e road.

-------------

r - - - - ...... _

Yours truly,

erJ.3

FromlheCollectionOf:

IN CIRC!UI'l' r:oURT OF TH.Fi~ UNITED STATffi

Dr. Jack D. Elfts
552 w. Sun St
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7478

FOR Ji;ASTERN DISTHir.T OF KY.
AT FRANKFORT.

RI N.F~HART DENNIS & C:O.
va•

COMPLAINANTS,

J}ECRRR OF S.ALE.

This cause coming on for hearing on the motion for .

a sale of the properties of the defHndant, Morehead &
West Libarty RaiJY-oad Cornp e,ny and the Court being suff'iciL~ntly advised upon the record, exhibits, affidavits

,.:.nd 1;,1.1it~ r:1 f:'i led and. a.f'te r hea.rine; the Counsel for the
par t ies interested herein in arg u1 1ent and on stipulation
1

~e t o certain agreed facts, is of opinion and n ow adjudGeS tha~ the motion for such sale be and the same is
hereby sustained on the terms and c onditions hertJinafter

set forth.

That the pr op erty be sold under this d&cre~

is rtescribed as follows, to-wit:
All and t,in zular the lin~ of railroR.d of the de-

fend a nt Railroad Company from t h e 1r1ty of Morehead to
t he town of West Liberty, Kentu cky , inaluding all rightof-wa;y, lands, property, real, 9ersonal an~ mixed to.
gether with th e corr,o r att~ riB:hts, prov.'1l r-t 6 o f:\ c:,n 1 fr:-tn 1

en ; ;c;•c::; r,uJ.on 0 ine; or in any wise a pfl ertainine to said
lin~ of railroad and in c luding all the l ands and grounds
upon which the said line of r ai lroad is located, also

all lands and gr oun<ls a~ quired, held, or used f or s idint:11
turnouts or stations, shops, sto ck-houses, offires or

yards for the use of s ai d Rai 1:: oad ro mrJa ny, and also

all engines anct machinery, cars, tools, ties , t i mbers,
rails, w};lenls,

i. r on, fuel, f urni ture , rolling --stock and ffill

o t he r ma t e rials usecl in the cons truct ion, equipment or
op8 ra t ion of the s a id ra Hroad which i t has on hand and.
also all the rights-of-way and e a seme nts con n ected with

or p ertaininc; to s a id railroad n ow h ;=;ld by Said r,ompany,
And it is now ordered and ad,~udged t h a t the receiver

of this Court, A.H. McGlure, now in e ha.rge of sa1d

c ause shalJ. as pose the properties of th e defendant railroad company above described to pu b lic s a le on June 11th;
1 900 , beinc; more tha n four we e ks from th is date at the

fr ont do or of the Co nr t House in t1lfl Town of More head
in th e County of Rovran State o f Ken t u c ky, a ·bout the hour
of twelve o'clo ck (n oo n) at pu h lic out - cry to the h i ghe st
and hest bidder on the fol lowi ng t e rms, to-wit:

Twenty-

five pe r cent of the purchase pr ice acce p ted to be paid
in ca sh anr1 the balanc e in equal in sta llme nts in six an<l
tw elve m9nths with intere st at the rat e of six .r •~ r cent
pe r

2.. n num

.fr om day of s al e unt .i .l pn.i di .nu r chas er to

e xecnt~ r) onds with eo o<l sec uri ty to be approved hy the

receiver which b on<ls are t o have the :f orce

of

sale o onds

u p on ·wh ich ex P.c: u f;io n will iss u~ i f no t p rdd at r.iaturit,yj

and. ,,,,~( :1wmlR.ted irtt; r~res t

a t arty time b efore maturity,

if h e elects to do so.

The s aid. sale shall b e mad e only

after advertie,eme nt by the pu bli cati on o:f no t ices of the

time and place of the sale in s ome newspRper putlished
in Morehead, Rowan C;oun ty , Ky ., in each of wh :icn said
not ire shall app ear in t~a c h issue !;he reof, for the full

-3-

peri od of four week s bef ore the day of s a le in the
Cin c innati Enquirer, an rl r~y be published in any other

newspap er in the discretion of t h e rece i ve r.
Upon c omp lian c e wi t~1 the t e r r,i s of sal-3:, th8. t is,
,oy payment of

U 11i

re qui n id cash ancl the exe c ution of the

requi red bonds possession of the pr op erties abov e descri b ed shal l he delivered t o t he pur cha ser.

Provided,

howev er, t hat no sa le s hall be ma de under this deeree
fo r a less price than Thirty T:n.o us,J.nd($30,000.00) Dol1.ars.

C <,, J.r' i. "r:1. t'.1 in

fo ur clay s af ter s aid sale ,q ncl said report

shall lie ov er fo r ten d ay s for exc1.:3ptions if any there
b0,

of whkh th e pa rties to this action are to take

noti c e witho ut fu rther advisem e nt. _

I'\

!)
DEED
Morehead

West Liberty Railroad co ~ -et al

&

A.H. McCLURE,
to

.v
·•

•· ' , t ; ~ -.•

,; _ ,:

•

Receiver.

~orehead

- -----··.-\/',\•
~~-~:t~
-- - .
Dat~d J\lne 25th,

&

•

. ,

...

,r ••

North Fork Railroad Companj.
1906

Acknowled~ed in U.S. District Court June 25th, 1906.
Recorded in Rowan County in Deed Book No. 9 page 44S.
Recorded in Morgan County in Deed Book No~ 31, paie 20.

~ o....~\.....,---o-~
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Fromn,eeo,~_.

Dr. Jae1c O"V\iflOS,,, Ot:

ss2 w. s • Ills

Morehead, ~ St.
soa..-?ll).,., .,. 4_0351
'C•T-,478

·

.

w.
A..

M. MoOORMICK, PRa:aIDaNT.'
L.BJD, v,cm-Pasa1DaNT.

(!)

JOHN W. WRIOLlilY,

w.

8JK,•y

AND

'.1"11 .....

:-

MoRE~EAD AND NORTH FoRK RAILROAD COMPANY
218 GIRARD BUILDING

l

E, W , HlJl8S,
.N'OINm.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

May

agth, 1906 , ·

...

Olearrield, Penna.,

. -..1,.,:~ .•.~·

Dear Sir:- ··

I enclose you copy of letter just received from G.B.Boob,
as ,. a.1.BQ,.,.co.py:,,of my reply to same.

This is very strange proceedings, I think.

......

It is beyond

Yours
\\ '

1.·:·-l :i-• ,
k . , l lJ.-...t,, i.<:H.

::: lf·\
from The Collecti~n Of:

•. .

or~ Jacko. Elias
552 W. Sun St.
Mo.rehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

C OPY.
Harrisburg, Pa., Mef 88th,1906

.
My Dear Sir:-

You: .v alued favor to hand this date.

Oan you gl.ve me

Th~re~ evening, _May 31st, 8-30 p.m. Windsor Hotel, Philadelphia,
instead. of. Tuesday?

. I. have an appointment at Horse Head, N. Y.

on Tue~day - ~nd: ca~not reach Philadelphia before 1-32 p,m. Th~eday.

Should I not get through at New York, the party directly interested
will be at the above hotel to meet

you,

I run confident the private and oonf'jdential talk relative

fa Morehead and West Liherty Rail Road will be beneficial to both
you and the party I represent.
Kindly advise me either by letter or wire care Western Union
~ei,~tPl..h Q~ioe, . Harrisburg, Pa,

Thanking -r"r,OU ~ , "-«vanoe ror a . prompt and favorable reply,
!

.

"t-

.

•

.

,;o ,! •M,_., M~go~o~,;(Yv o:, : ,;i:
21a To~~a~~ , :~q.qg,.,,

, :

From The Collection Of:
Dr. Jack D. EJils
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7478

W. M. 1\,fcCOR.1'.·I ICI-C~
A,

JOHN W. 'WRIGLEY,

PnK~lOKNT.

'W". L ~ , V1o;~~XMlDSN'l.'.

SJDO•Y AND Ta-...a.

',

,MOREHEAD AND NoRrrH FORK RAILROAD COMPANY
218 GIRARD BUILDING
E. 'W, HESS,
JiCNQlNH:11.R.

1

~fo

PHILADELPHIA,

PA,

Hay 29th,1906.

West0r rt uriion Tel. Offi~e,

Yours o t' t he 2f.<th tnst 2. nt r 0ce i vA ci ;

j

n r op J.y will say

I v:t--:111 p;o to t 1: e Win d sor Hotel t ,o see y ou .
:..:, , ! • l,h,"(

Your·s ·truly,
.

{

...

•

.···•:

w. M. uccormick,

From The Collection

.

Dr. Jack D. Ellis Of:
552W. Sun St
Morehead, KY 40351
-784-747~

/ /\
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eopy CO
:r

J..! ay

3c,

1 ~0 6,

Pa .

J•·· ..

..:ta

:·.i1~~i-.~

.:i/:~~~~~,,._ _.f.._' ••

He had

w~ s e. s:.oc'.. :: c:·2-der

';rat k:ir>s ,

'·'

·v

j _r

t '.-,,2 ' · c,reh ead. n.rd '.He nt l ,ibert v Eoac.i. ,
r-------- - - - -

i:.rnd T tolli hjrn I

_ _.__;;.

o.nd t.lrn.t

h a d Jjf ted t>v c h a J. e t. ter ci nd f crwarded

t lw Sou th .

him and h e decide d to te ll me t~c t r uth ,-- th~t t h is wa s

~~t

Ee said

th a t

Fe wovlu no t

eopy (!)

( 2. )

· ' He · said !;;':r.

Car-r was a vc r:r shrewd t' elJ. ow a nd t h,~ t the Clearfie ld

get

J.umber Co.

Ir.c.

.

,•

•,.·

:.r.

t...~,:

~~4-.•
._._ ✓••• ~

• ~

~O

t,'
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+ N t W F() K-~

- >-,~

(R,, l..,., ; L. ~

SNYDER tONST.R UCTI01'- Co., IN(
_

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ PARAGON, KY.,- . J \ t \ ~

DAILY REPOR'l..,.
FOREMEN

STATION NO.

MEN

TEAMS

SCRAPERS

CARTS

EXPENSE

CARS

I
---

26
1. ~~~~

W
__
· B_. _R_og_er_s --+_ ~
/.CJ l)

.J ~ -

D. W. White
q:Blacksmiths

._ff:__6_ ____

T. M. Newton

~

J_

-

- 2 Ol.
--------- ___ 2_ ---~'

JX--+--~..L.'f"----"-"'""'-CLI

2.

-

Martin Edwards

·-~-----
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I
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-
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- -.. ----- -

J as. Mcallister

-_____£z__s:o_

-+----+--~~_--+--~~2fa~

Chas. Warn
L. J. Sponsler

-

- -- --

- - ! - - - + - -- ---+---

I

_L.fl_ /_____

W. G. Lewis

- - - - + --

+--- - + - - - -

- -------------1----==.c...__-

__ _ _____

i

,L2.0 lOO

t ____ j.2_

__ _ _.
______ 2_J_,_~/l__Q__
/i/ k _ /O- +----!- - ---+-- --+-------+-- --j_J_._j_\,t_V

A
_ ._L_. S_te_w a_rt__ _/_ .

v_._c_. M
_ i_lle_r _

.

~-

'
__J~~-"-,,'
-----+------ ___ .. _ _ ---··-----

_

?Jin
~ -

""""'-'--""-""'-~

------
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- - -- -

l
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--'1-----------~-Lfl.~£ r~
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~
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I
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· he banit·•o . ·tlie ,.. said·"'l ... ail ·a
-tQ be ptt af'loat bt f'iret p~~t:. on
s.
.
All ties to · be piled. irt ~b8$ -- Piles by f'irst party, f'ao ·...
et1:eam, so that they can be oountecl · and irtspe oted: then; n during i'.
of' tides, put afloat in Dev11•a ~ork.
The second party reaei'Ye• the right to discontinue this c
at any time.
·

.

IPIOIJ'I OA'l'I ONS

All ties must ·b, live White Oak, Chestnut Oak, Walnut, Locust_,
Red Oak, Pin Oalt and Chestn.~t ties, hewn true on ,.t-.r:., aides to an exact · .\
thickness, with paral~•.l ~,ees tln'Qt,Jahout; sawed off square · at thf3 ends, ·.~·
with e.11 bark removed; and mUst be freft. from all score marks, wind ahakee ·. :-_
and stump shots. All Red Oak, Pin Oak and . Ohestnut•;_:,\ 1ed to be ma4e-~• :·-tt~i~-long, and White Oalt, Chestnut Oak, Walnut and Locust ,· to be s½ tt i ' long,f -~•"
10\ ties thicker than 7 1 ·and no ties with a face wider than ·s• will be \ .:. ~-

accepted.

: ·
All llhite Oak., Chestnut Oak, · Walnut and Locust ties to be

•·

: ,'

pf ;

' • , Oak and Pin Oak. to be piled toge the!', ancl. the Chestnw-·11. fGJ!I

SNYDER ~ONSTRUCTIG4~

Co., INC.

- ·:e .,

D-'"\..II~Y REPORT
FOREMEN

CARTS

CARS

EXPENSE

A. G. Sims
W. B. Rogers
D. W. White
Blacksmiths
Drill Men

Chas. Warn
L. LSponsler

W. G, Lewis
A. L. Stewart
V. C. Miller

·-

- - - - - - ··+ - - - -·- · -

·-- -- - ----·----··--

_ Y'-•-~

'

• .'-

· •

-

•

-
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. -- ·.,.y · ·- --- -·-·· _,____ ·-•-•-- -- -
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.'t.,,· ..

.

... ·---- ·-.

--- - ·

~

- - - - - - - -·- - -- --

-- ···--- ·-

- - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - ------ ----- -------- - - -- --- -- -

- -------- - -

(J)

RESOLUTION:

At a meeting of t h e Directors of the Morehead & West Liberty Railroad Company h eld this

day of

A. D. 190

, it was

resolved t h at the rate of freight on lumber of all kinds and character
from any p oi nt o n the Mo rehead & West J,ibert:y Railroad whi ch 111ay be
ship p ed b y tho Clea r· field Lumber Company, Limited, to any point, s h all

be t h e same rate of frei e;ht as scheduled at that time f r om Morehead to

the same point.

~~

01

DlOtG!r:ltl }l}f f{}LMlt!DitillBtlit!MJtUtlHH} IHHJ!

Above se n t to t h e Morehead & West Liberty R.R. Co. (addressed to
W. A. Youn g, Vice President,) July 2nd, 1901.

From The Collection Of:
Dr. Jack D. Ellis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473
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Rowan County, KY

RAILROAD LISTING
FOR

Rowan County, Kentucky
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I

Date Track Bldg. Current
Built Status Mat. Railroad .

Current
Location

Railroad

,------

S.R. 519

Clearfield M&NF

0

aban.

aban. wood

none

Notes

Company
offices of
Morehead&
North Fork
RR

I

lclearfield M&NF

I

S.R. 519

~ Istorage

I FFF

2 stall
enginehouse

FFFFFI FFF
FD
F~I I F p:~!~rk
IHaldeman l C&O

!Morehead
!Morehead

I

I

C&O
C&O

I M&NF

FF
&NF
□ Compiled by M.

I

S.R.174

Parag~Craney

ClackMt.E.
Rd.

11

I muni. 11910 I gone lbrick
I bus.
aban. lwood

~----~
~----~

11

I

I

none

none
none

I Liquor store

I gone

FIIFI F Fil~~:i; i~ck
n

gone

none

Tunnel, buried
in rubble

J. Camp, Railroad Station Historical Society, Inc.

~ IKentucky Index

I of l

jTo ~ _ I I gone

Miscellaneous
terminal
buildings.

I
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; :,ears ago, ,!hat }he ~ people of
•
and
1 northern_ Morgan .. County
.. : southern Ro;,van ' Co11nt_r thought
'P!~y co u Jdndt get 11tong without
,. \heir ra 11roa s,
' ,
,
H The happy little engines of the
i Morehe,ad & NQrth For.k !me and
t.he · logging . trains of' the Lenox
Railroad chugged .)lack. and· forth
.: tor a good _many ,yea~, connect~g Rush Bran~ll, .
ox, Red' wine, _W rigley, Crane and Para-

1

,I • .. ;,· . .. ,.,, ,,
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•
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·
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·
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orehead-a'nd the :outside world.
I' .,
'
.
When the lines were abandoned because ot unprolltable operatlon, It Jett the hill people just
as the railroad_s had found them
-landlocked. ,
B t It I I 'I ft th
Ith ·•
rest:!,ssnes~ ~~~/d note~o-:::n be~
fore the railroads came.
So they' built' highways-and In
many places these are ·b uilt rig.Ill
on the old rail bed, right tli,roufh
the tunnels that the rill road
builders had to cut out ot stone.
~nd the people, realizing the
timber . wealth ' that had brought
the railroads In was gone, too,
built farms as well as roads. They
built a new era.Golden burley loaded on trucks
makes tor lots ot traffic over the
farm-to-market roads, and the

resulting cash Iii a small bonaqza
to each larmei'. ·'
'
The hill-country railroad line•
themselves are ,as lnterestln11 a
study as the change In pace of
living that they produced . in
north Morgan and south Rowan.
Forty years ago the north
Morgan County c~mmunlty of
Wrigley was a busy depot on the
Morehea;J&· North Fork Railroad
and, a shl ptng point tor lu,11,er,
croaatlcs · , d coal.
~
Ran Special
Many of. the · men who operated
the railroad lived in Wrigley and
knew personally moat of the res Idents 80 tliere waa ·a good spirit
ot ac'commodllllon .. The railroad
frequently ran specials to picnics
a1'd speakings. .
. .
On one · occasion a revival
meeting was soing on at Craney,
·a station a few miles on down
the line iri &wan County; and
at the cl<llie of. the Sunday service a baptismal wao • to be conducted . . Most everyone in Wrtgley wanted to go.
The railroad ,was the only answer. Dispatcher Sam Brown
was approached, and he had foreman Charley Tackett get out the
section men to take the handcar
to Redwine, at the end of the
line, and eather a crowd from
there, too.
About 50 people answered the
call to church, and they were
taken to Craney and returned
home at the expense ot the railroad ,
·
Such was the hospitality of the
Morehead & Nocth Fork .

lna)s we~e Clear!leld ·f oamed fQJ'
the parent company,'and location
of 11eneral 9fflcea), Lick Fork,
Paragon, Ullaer' Lick.., Craney,
Blalra : Mllls--Sunction, Wrigley
and Redwine,
.
But old-timeri will tell you the
train would.-and did-stop tor
any excuse, tor a drink of moun~
lain spring water_ or to allow a
passenger to cltnch i a horse
trade.
,
Between-station stops also were
made often to pick up passe11gers
with loads of poultry and farm
produce-and chickens occ~ionally were accepted as train fare.
We set out one day to see this
route the Morehead la North
Fork once traveled. Our starting
point was Redwine, where a wye
was located so locomotives could
turn. Several spur tracks once
led from Redwine out to mines
a nd a sawmill.
T;&, sawmill aiding connected
the
orehead & North Fork to
its t rst co110in, the Lenox Railroact, which merited its kinship
by unburdening its load of mine
and forest products from deeper
in the wilderness to the Morehead ~North Fork and thereby
aiding y,at line finandally.
Along a county road that was
once the railroad bed , we traveled to Wrigley, named after John
W. Wrijley, a president of the
railroad. Today it I• a prosperou•
!arming ,·ornmunity despite its
frequent flash floods. Many of
the buildings tl)al were there
when the railroad bisected the
town. including 'part of the depo!,
are still in use.
The Wrigley passenger •talion;
two-storied and balconied, wu
impressive. Horse-drawn hacks,
bringing passengers from We•I
Liberty, and from the O&K at
Index 12 miles away, lent an atmo.sphere of big doings.
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to appear before our District Court of the united States of America ,
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in our said Court, by................ ..... ...... ..... ..... .. . .....

•Mt• Ua:■Jt Ra1 lr!lad

.... ..... shal l in nowise omit,

[J ii

Company,

illlnbtt tbt l0tnaltp

.1

of the law.

the District Court of the United States of America, and
the seal of our said District Court hereto affixed, at the

1..l.~ ~~~t .. . . .

Clerk's Office of said Court, at......

(SEAL)

11th

this ........ .

Deoi-.

............................:............ day of ............................................... .

A. D. 19~~ . . and in the . . . ~~~.,~ .... year of our Independence.
Attest:

. f. .. . .W., ..

~J.\.~~•"-.........................~ ... C. D. C., E. D. of Ky.

By ......... li .

.. s..... Ba~r.et.t............................. ................ his

Deputy
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................... ,.... next, the day at which
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AGREEMENTS CONTINGENT UPON STR I K E S , MACHINERY BREAK-DOWNS , DELA Y S OF CARRIKRS ANO O THE R C A U SES UNA V OIDAB L E O R BE YO ND OUR CONTROL .

- KINDS OF SANDS

PINE

BELL 'PH O N E, PRESTON 4706

AN □

OAK CORDWOOD

FOR F O UNO~ PURP O SES

EUREKA SAND AND LUMBER

Co.

SAND, LUMBER AND TIMBER
MINE PROPS , RAILROAD TIES AND PILING
OFFICE :

30TH AND RACE STREETS
WORKS :

JWN'S. MILLS JUNCTION, N . J .

The Clearfield Lumber Co ••
Clearfield, Pa .
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'iiPON STRIKES , MA~HINIIRY BREAK·DOWNS,

~ANDS

DIILAY■

OF CARRll:118 AND OTHER CAUSES UNAVOIDABLE OR BEYOND OUR CONTROL .

BELL 'PHONE, PRESTON

4706

PINE ANO OAK CORDWOOD

,iY PURPOSES

EUREKA SAND AND LUMBER

Co.

SAND, LUMBER AND TIMBER
MINE PROPS, RAILROAD TIES AND PILING
OFFICE :

30TH AND RACE STREETS
WORKS :

3ROWN'S MILLS JUNCTION, N. ·J .

PHILADELPHIA, ...... N.O.Y.e..W.P..e..r. .. J~.Q.tb.J,.9..l

The Clearfield Lumber Co.,
Clearfield .,.· Pu. ·.. .
Att :Mr. John W. Wri gley,Sec.& Treas.
Gentlemen:
. :• J am in receipt of your favor . .of the 16th, .a nd in

reply would say that we have had a survey mad e of the
Timber. in J..1organ County, Kentucky, and our engineer is
now at wo~k-, fua.~1ng ,;.i;he. ;p l-ans .. showing the - b oundry li:aes
and loc a tion.
.
The nearest point to this property is West Liberty,
where we g~_t ! off.,. to g o over the property.
I a m enc losing a r ough sketch, which you may look
over and return ., t ~ me, and just as soon as our engineer sends in thij l~r ~~~ and more descriptive map, I
_,, ~.i.J..+1),Jn,rµ~diately forward same t~ou •
.At the present time therea1(c

r esidents on the prop-

erty and the other desired Informati on will be contained

in the map.
Hoping for your · intere·st further in this
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I GUY SNYDER, A

iCOUNTYLEADER
II

BURIED FRIDAY
News

Of

Death

Came

As

Shock To Fri~ds; Was
Great Citizen

Q

A great man and a great citizen
le'rt Morehead bereft last Wednes-day, -when Guy Snyder died at his
home here following a short illness.
llr. Snydel", although he has been
failing .for sev~ral years, was a.b out
tewn Monday and visited with his
friends as usual. Tuesday he· was
confined to his home with
slight
cold, and Wednesday afternJ}On bis
deat h occurred; chiefly, as he had ·
lived, quietly.
Guy Snyder was one of.: Morf·
1'ead's First Citizens. By tliii:-r we
de not mean that he was an old
settler. He came here in 1906, .as
construction engineer for the 1\torehead and North Fork Railroad. But
he was first in community work,
first in thought of the future of
Morehead, first
in
constructiTe
work for future generations. l"or
those reasons Guy Snyder must be
regarded as a First Citizen
Born in Clearfield, Pa., where he
i received his educatiori and where
he spent his youth, Guy Snyder, )V&S
essent_ially . !1 Kentuckian. , He e~we , ··:
.
;
\'
'
he.re in 1906, expecting •,to. ,remain
enly until · tbe 'coiistruction work on .
the Morehead and North Fork was
finished, but he came to love these
rug,ged hill• and the equally rugged
a:0untain folk, to such an extent
,t hat he decided to cast his lot with
them to grow with them or fall with
them as fate decided. Time has
JM"OTed that he grew with them
and became as· much a part of them
as t he very hills themselves.
It bas been said that there wa1t-no
111an in this entire section who had
u many friends and as few enemies
as Guy Snyder. Literally that must
be true, because we have yet to
learn of any man who failed to caU
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M&Nf Not Booming But Continues SerVIce
by side, one for the railroad and
By Helen Price Stacy .
one for the stream. It had been
There was a time, not too many
considered more economical to
~ears ago, that the people Qf
divert the creek through a tunorthern Morgan County and
nel than to bridge it.
·
f.Outhern Rowan County thought
The view from atop Twin
they couldn't get along without ;,
Tu,nnel was wonfi the effort it
their railroads.
took to climb up there. Looking
The happy little engines of the
down North Fork toward MoreMorehead &. No:r,th Fork line and
head, t·h e curves and cu ts of the
~he logging ' trains of the Lenox
· road brought to mind the story/Iailroad chugged back and forth
book locomotive: "I think I can
for a good many years, connect• . . I think I can .
I think I
ing Rush Brar,.ch,:' Lenox, Hedcan."
wine, Wrigley, Craney and ParaWe also thought of the time
orr,. with Morehead-and the
the train almost didn't make it
butsid~ world.
f:com Redwine to Clearfield. On
When the lines· were abandona · curve, five of its 12 cars jumped because "'Of unprofitable opered the track and overturned. The
ation, it }ert the bill people just
remaining · seven were coupled
as the railroads had found them
and started on tp.eir way. Then
landlocked.
·
engineer L. C. McClellan, lookBut it ,also ' left them with · a
ing back, saw four more cars
estlessness they'd not known
leave the track. These too were
efore the railroads came ..
left in the, ditch, and SuperinSo they ·· built, highways-and AUTHOR-The article on this tendent M. C. Crosley, who was
'n many places these are built page about the Morehead and . riding the cab with McClellan,
ight on the old rail bed, right North Fork Railroad was writ-' took over the controls. Near P arhrough the tunnels that the rail- ten by Mrs. Helen Price Stacey agon, another car left the rails.
of the Licking Valley Courier,
' oad builders had to cut out of West
Liberty. It first appear- But the remaining two cars 6f
stone.
ed in the Louisville Courier- the original 12 arrived saiely in
And the people, realizing the .Journal. Mrs. Stacey is one of Clearfield-along with a redimber wealth that had brought Eastern Kentucky's best free- faced crew.
lance writers.
the railroads in was gone, too,
The railroad reached Blairs
uilt farms as well as roads.
Mills via a t hree-mile spur/ up
They built a · new era.
Morehead to Redwine was open Devils Creek. High in th e Kentucky hills the spur overlooked
Golden ..m,r1ey loaded on trucks fo traffic.
ake~
'-l{}tS of tl'affic over the
Stations other than the term- scenery of great magnificence.
rrn.-tc
.ket roads, and the inals were Clearfield (named for Families here, once accustomed
esultin., , "cash is a small bon- the parent company, and loca- to the romantic aura of a railnza to . ach farmer.
•., . tion of general offices), Lick road, have now reverted to farmThe
ill-country railroad Imes Fork, Paragon, Upper Lick, ing.
thernse1.ves are as interesting a Craney, Blairs Mills Junction,
In the Lime Kiln section, railstudy 'as the change in pac;e of Wrigley and Redwine.
roaders would not recognize the
living that they produced in
But old-timers will tell you the route the train once travered.
nori' Morgan and south Rowan. train would-and did-stop for On both sides of the r oad, h ills
F ty years ago, the north any excuse, for a drink of moun- that once hugged the train in
}Ao an County community of tain spring water or to allow a passing h ave been push ed b ack
w ley was a busy depot on the passenger to clinch a horse trade. by man in quest of limestone.
Mehead & NQrth .Fork Railroad Between-station stops also were Th e j agged white r ock outcrop,J a shipping point for lumber, made often to pick up passen gers pings gave an eerie look along
Jssties a'nd ' c·oal. ·
with loads of poultry and farm the gh ost line.
I Many ,0f the men who . oper- produce-and· chickens occasionAt Craney w e t alked with
ll.ced the railroad lived in Wrig- ally were accepted as train fare . Howard Perr y, w ho h elped lay
ey and knew personally most
We set out one day to see this the first rails of the Morehead
of the :residents, so · there was a route the Morehead & North & North F ork. In fron t of h is
good · spi_rit of a-ccommodation. Fork once traveled. Our starting stately farm h om e is a reminder
T_he railro_ad _frequently ra:i spe-1 point was Redwine, where a wye of railroad days-a useless trestle
cials to p1cmcs and speakmgs.
was located so locomotives could across Craney Creek. The longOn · one occasion ' a revival turn. Several spur tracks once est of the M&F's n umerous timmeeting was going on at Craney, led from Redwine out to mines ber spurs went n orthward into
a station a few miles on down and a sawmill.
Rowan County 10 miles up
he line in Rowan County; and
The sawmill siding connected Craney and Minor Creeks. At
at the close of the Sunday serv- ·the Morehead & North Fork to Upper Lick F ork, once a mainice a baptismal was to be con- its fii:st cousin, the Lenox Rail- line station, there u sed to be
tlucted. Most everyone in Wrig- road, which merited its kinship many timber spurs.
[ey wanted to go.
.
by unburdening its load of mine
Beyond Paragon, a farming
The railroad was 'the only an- and forest products from deeper community, is the 725-foot-long
swer. Dispatcher Sam Brown in the wilderness to the More- Poppin Rock Tunnel, its sides
was approached, and he had fore- head & North Fork and thereby rounded and smooth, as if pouran Ch~iley Tackett get out the aiding that line fanancially.
ed and molded.
ection men to take the handcar
Along a county road that was
We drove quickly throu gh the
o .Redwine, at the end of the once the n~ilroad bed, we ·travel- valley of Lower L ick F ork, imine, c1nd gather a crowd from ed to Wrigley, named after John pressed with the ruggedness and
:here, too.
W. Wrigley, a president of the beauty of the hills, and then, at
About 50 people answered the railroad. Today it is a prosper- the head of Morgan Fork, we
all to - ,church, and they were ous farming community despite came upon Clacl) Moun tain Tun,aken to Craney and returned its frequent flash floods. Many of nel, 1,354 feet long.
ome at tbe ,expense of the rail- , the buildings that were there
At Clack Mountain today, Lee
oad.
~hen - the- -railroad bisected
Company strips
.
- the Clay
. - Products
. ·. . ,

I

I

LENOX LINE-This is !lie Lenox line in Morgan County which
connected with the Mord:ead and North Fork. Since discontinued Morgan and Elliott. -Doun,t_ies have been without any
rail -:ser~1c·e.
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Suen was the lio-spitalityortne ~to.wn, m clUcfifigl;IBrt""Ortne-ctepot, <:1ay-:ror use m~ ts- pTant~at~c:Tear~ l
Morehead & North Fork
are still in use.
-field. The clay is brought down
During the palmy days o{ the
The Wrigley passenger station, the mountain on an. incline and
railroad it contributed more than two-storied and balconied, was loaded intb cars of the Morehead
transportation to a landlocked impressive. Horse-drawn hacks, & North Fo;i:k to be taken to
people. It was life-a transition bringing passengers from West Clearfield. 1'
from fireside to outside, a change E.iberty; and from the O&K at
The four miles of the Morefrom farmer , boy ,to railb.and.
Index 12 mil.e s away, lent an at .. head & North Fork between Clack
The Morehead & North Fork mosphere of big doings.
Mountain and Mor;ehead remain kept in top shape.
started out as the Morehead & - 'Railroaders like to tell about quite active -today.
As early as the 1880's, Eastern
West Liberty.
.,
'the crowds that gathered at the
This is the four miles of the capitalists investigated the forAn 1893 plan for rail facilities station when a shipment of . rigin~l Morehead & West Liber- ests of . north Morgan County
from Rowan County into Mor- whiskey was expected from Ash- ty Railroad Company. However, near Lenox. But overlapping
gan County, to tap coal and tim- land. It came in plain, unad- even though these four miles land titles, the isolation of the
iber resources, called for a rail- dressed boxes, but somehow it were bought by the Morehead & area and the · ruggedness of the
road to be built from Morehead always reached its destination. North Fork for its use in the be- terrain postponed development of
to the great coal fields of Cannel A standard remark that came ginning, they were found to be the resources .until some years
City, .soqth ;;. of . West J,iber:ty. I with each shipment was: "Par- unsatisfactory; so only in a few later.
However, ...J.his. plan ,w as ; a ban,,- son, that box of books you or- places does the railroad follow
In 1914, after the Morehead &
doned; and- the Cannel City· coal dered is · here, and you'd better the original grade.
North Fork Railroad Company
was tappeci :by the QS,K ·RaHway come . get it quick 'cause it'.s
The belching smokestacks of had built its line to Redwine, the
in 1901,.-,., .A ~-- ,
leakin'."
.
the clay-products plant at Clear- rails were extended a half mile
In 1900,' articles of incorpora-1 ·•· Mr: and Mrs. Ollie :a1air re- field are awesome in compari- east to connect with six miles of
tion w'ere..'liied· for the Morehead call the activity at Amix Spring, son with the quiet along most of railroad the Roper-Reese Lum& West•· Liberty · Railroad; and now called Rifte Spring. At the M&NF way. A mile ~nd a her Company planned to congrading ::/w_a·s begun for 8: line Wr~gley was a stub siding· to _the half beyo~d, after the railroad struct from the Lenox area.
from Morehead to ,W est Liberty sprmg, mecca of those who crosses Triplett and Dry Creeks, Roper-Reese owned a · narrow
via Redwine.
sought h ealing in the mineral is Morehead, where the line con- gauge line at Lenox, but needed
A right-of-way :"was · gr.aded water and rest at the' spacious nects with the Chesapeake & an outside connection to market
four miles .from Morehead. But resort hotel.
'
Ohio.
.
its products.
here i_t was · necessary to tunnel
The hotel, long since burned
The old _More~ead & North
The lumber company started
a formid,a ble ridge, ~nd the wo:k anq. gone, once sheltered ~eople Fork was fman~ially successful building its line, and ran into a
1ceased. •Ill' •-1905 this four-mile of wo;:ld renown. The mmeral for several years. But by 1920 ridge that had to be tunneled. It
· section of grade was sold to the spring is still there and is fre- the ~atural resources of the looked as though future outlay
Clearfield Lumber Company.. of quented by people who remem- Clearfie:d. ~ u_ m b er Comp~ny of funds would be enormous, so
Clearfield, Pa.
ber the gay _days.
were d1m_mishmg, an_d_ the lme Roper-Reese sold its holdings.
Thus was born the_. Morehead
From ·Wrigley we . trave~ed was feeling comp?tit10n from
Buyer of the properties was the
& North Fork, a railroad ihat down ~orth Fork, passmg Wng- trucks and automo_biles.
American Lumber & Manufacturpenetrated . deep into the Ken- ley Pond, formed when the road·
A. flash flood m May, 1927, ing Company of Pittsburgh.
tucky hills~ and into the hearts bed cut off a section of the ~ausmg mol'e than $100,000 dam- Through its subsidiary the Leof the peop~e.
. c~eek-and now 1:oted for its big age, w~s _alr;nost a fatal blow. But nox Saw Mill Co~pany, it
. Construct10n · was started . m fish that won't bite. Beyond the th~ railroad somehow was re- brought big:-scale operations1906, 8:nd ,.by _November, 190~, pond ~n.d aro~d a curve , y,,e paired.
.
particularly in white oak-to
the entire· 25 miles of track from came m to Twm Tunnels-side. . On Sept. 12; . 1,933, the . M&~F Lenox.
f1~ed for abando~ment of its lme
The years 1916 and 1917 saw
w~th the except10n of the four the sawmill expand, houses and
miles out of Morehead, and the stores spring up. The tunnelrequ_est was ~ranted.
, stumblingblock of the RopertS.Jo;Jer s: A~aUJTla·rl!
W1ll_ t~e ra1lr?ad ever _return.1 Reese operation_ was bored
>J
• • • rua:rs.,(s a~eM.as
Well, 1f it does it has a r_ight-of- through the ridge, and the railway, for whe~ the counties I?ur- road was extended to Redwine
01111 ,;uud • • • .1ano ue1
chased the rail bed for a high- for its connection with the More/
:-7ay it was with the u_nderstand- head & North Fork.
m~ that sh_ould the r~ilroad ever
Discovery of new coal veins
bmld agam, the right-of-way led to greater activity, resulting
·q t a.1om Sf UO!JBJndo(]
reverts to the Morehead & North in incorporation of the Lenox
It!{:) UOXf JO Samoq .}
Fork free.
Railroad Company In 1918. That
The prese;1t-day. Morehe~d & year the narrow-gauge railroad
North Forks gem_al presider:it, was made standard gauge and the
Murvel C. C:r?sley,_ is a true :ail- line was extended 1.7 miles to
roader, ~amil~ar w1_th every mch coal mines on Rush Branch,
j of the lme! mcludmg the aban- making a total trackage of 7.7
doned portion.
miles.
In addition to the main line,
Hundreds of workers were emCrosley says, . the- M&NF has ployed by the railroad, the lum. . ·.
•
.
.
.
.
about four miles of yard and her company, and the mines:
ONLY 'M:f:MORIE~-'!!u.s_ p1ct1!r!l for_cefuUy tells the story of
side tracks, or a total of about Many resided in Lenox. The city,
·samoq u.1ap
the depletion of v1rgm timber m this area of Kentucky and
eight miles There are two enk.
h J
11
11
1
the decline of the Morehead and North Fork Railroad. This is
ines in us~
·
on a . 1_ over oo mg muc o
aq1 mq • • · 1saM. pue
Frank Ginter, who grew ·up with the company, at the entrance
g
·
.
_ the activity, was _completely modro peaqa.10:w a111 l{l!.AJ
of the Clack Mountain Tunnel, overgrown with weeds. The
Today at CI~arfield are a mo~ ern and attractive. The homes
M&NF, still a progressive concern, although operating but a
ern _shop, e~gme house, electric built with electrically-planed
map!sa.1 auo mo.1J sp
few miles, hauls clay from. mines to Lee Clay Products Comcoalmg st atwn and scales. And siding were awesome to many
pany and switches freight from Clearfield to the C&O at Moirealthou_gh the More~ead & N?rt_h of the natives. Still more awe._,_,
.. ·
,
head.
Fork 1s QUt four miles long, it lS
(Continued on Ne:i<t .Page)
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Depletion Of
Timber Cut
M&NF Runs
(Continued From Preceding Page)
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some was the :feature or indoor
plumbing.
Dennie Caskey tells this story
of the way Lenox was named:
' "Several men met in a store to
name the town. They wrote
down names and were to select
one from the list. One of the men
• saw a box on a counter and on
' it was the name Lenox Soap.
Lenox was then agreed on."
Dennie's father, W. T. Caskey,
was one of the men there.
Hotel Lenox; situated on the
shoulder of the hill, commanded
an impressive panorama. Industrialists and sightseers rode
e Morehead & North Fork and
e nine-passenger motor coach
\ the Lenox Railroad to .Hotel
nox, and the spacious building
~n had an air of a health spa.
is modern as today was Lenox
its people. The town boasted
\epartment store that stocked
rything from imported luxs co farm implements .
.,o.ative Kentuckian managed
,,;awmill. Giles Wright, after
of experience in sawmill
ations, visited in Lenox; so
fess ed was he that he stayed.
hrough the years the original
1 er holdings and coal lands
re heavily worked, and as the
ancial status of the companies
,mld not allow further explorawn or acquisition of new holdngs, the decline of resources
was keenly felt.
Finally, a receiver was ·appointed and th~ assets of the
IJumber company and railroad
were sold in 1923 to Frank F.
Brooks. He scrapped the railroad.
in 1927.
Houses soon ~mptied; company
buildings, in disuse, sagged.
But there were two people who
remained. Some time after the
, halt of busin~ss, Newt and Josephine Perry acquired the lands
of the former sawmill. He'd been
mill foreman.
On July 4, 1939, the Perrys
went to sleep only to be awakened by a deafening · roar. It was
raining heavily, and the _murky
waters of Straight Creek and
Elk Fork were lapping at the
sills. Quickly the Perrys stepped
into the rushi11g torrent and
picked their way to the safety
of the hills.
,
Only then did they stop an
look .hack. In the. di,m.Jjght th~
saw the- outline of their house fi.s
it left its foundation and crashed
against' a bridge.

PAS SENGER SERVICE continued on the M&NF until 1933. This is a grou!) the railroad is haul-,
ing to a picnic in 1930. At one time the railroad transported hundreds of passengers each day besides scores of cars of finest timber.
The Perrys moved back, nearer
the hill, to a house the flood had
not destroyed. But things were
not the same. The flood's destruction seemed to sap the strength
of the couple, and to be near their
doctor they finally moved to West
Liberty. Ther e they lived in a
spacious brick house they could
have had years before.
Today there's little evidence to
mark the site of Lenox: the lumber mill's filing room (now a
barn), ,a couple of houses, a
cemetery.
People now living nearby remember the town's lush µays.
They also remember the time
Millard Adkins was killed by a
section of falling frozen earth
while · cleaning out the tunnei;
the day Frank Keeton died under
a load of logs; the time the deDON'T SELL US SHORT-Although M&NF doesn't have the
partment store burned-and all
miles of tracks or rolling stock in former boom years President
the water from the big reservoir
Murvel Crosley points out the railroad still serves a useful
purpose and co.ntinues profitable operation. T h e s e are em·
was not enough.
ployees. From left: Helen Patrick, Roy Cassity, Gillard Fugate,
Buildings that weren't lost in
John Gulley, Winford Howard, Lloyd Butler, Woodrow Hall,
flood waters were sold mostly to
Frank Ginter, Henry Cox, Alva Rigsby and Pres. Murvell Crosindividuals, who had them reley.
moved to their own property; and
today many farm homes in the
born Dec. 6, 1828 and passed
area have camp houses from the
away March 1, 1§98.
lumber city as their bases.
There used' to be a small
The present post office of
l
Christian
Church, known as
Lenox is locate<l about threeCarey's Chapel, on the farm and
quarters of a mile from where
also a school named Carey
the first office was. Much of the
School.
social life of the section today is
George Carey was an uncle of
centered at the school, located
, Matt Cassity, Morehead merabout a quarter mile from the
chant, and George and Sally
old town site.
Carey are the grandparents of
One observer said the beautiful
valleys, sloping hills and wellThe name probably appearing Mrs. John B. Calvert, Sr., Morekept farms were reminiscent of frequently in early Rowan Coun- head.
the English countryside.
ty history i3 Carey.
Records reveal that at least one Freestone Company
MILK DIET
branch of the Carey lineage in Boasted Silver A.ward
A milk diet was recommended Rowan C o u n t y stems from
On or about 1905 the Rowan
70 y-2ars ago for women desir- George M. Carey and his wife
Sally Fannin Carey who lived on County Freestone Company
ing to plumpen the body.
a farm about one mile from was awarded a silver medal
DIMPLES ~OPULAR
Farmers on the Licking Road.
for building good stone. InCarey cemetery was named scribed is: "Silver MedalBeauty ::;pecialists of 50 to 75
years ago recommended this: after them and was a part of Louisiana Purchase Expos· ion."
..._____ _ _ _
'!'be c.oJJll)any ·
' . it on
"P.ut uncut. end-,,.o
p.encil in their ig{m.
George M. Carey was b0rn all their letterhea s m
dimple, press and hold so for 15
I
minutes. This will make dimples Dec. 28, 1820 and died Dec.. 31, ed Rowan Count
1891. Sally Fannin Carey was was the best in he ,
more prominent.

George, Sally
Carey Lived
On Lickjng

About the Au
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Clearfield Lumbe_r and M & NF
Railroa.d, Part II
By Jack. D. EHis
Special to The Morehead News

"Out of the ground made
the Lord God to grow every
tree that is pleasant in His
sight." (Genesis 2:9)
The Clearfield Lumber
Company and the Morehead
and North Fork Railroad were
like Siamese twins, joined at
the chest with one heart
circulating the life giving
blood through each body. The
Clearfield Lumber Company
cut the timber which provided
the life giving freight of the
Morehead & North Fork
Railroad . Neither company
could have · survived without
the other. Each was essential
to the life of the other.
The Clearfield Lumber
Company could not live on its
own and had to have the
railroad to haul the lumber for
its huge band saw . Also the
rail road had to-have the giant
sawmill where it could deliver
the timer. Each was necessary
for the •s urvival of the other.
In 1905, the giant sawmill
was erected on the site that
would soon be named
"Clearfield." However, at the
time the saw mill was not
receiving enough timber to
reach its capacity. That was at
::t time the nation was begging
"or lumber, and the Clearfield
Lumber Company was having
iifficulty getting logs . That
J.. l

__
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would get off the train and
climb the mountain for the
view.) The company also built
spur tracks to Craney, Yokum,
Deer Lick and other hollow
with heavy timber.
Railroad camp cook
important to morale
In 1908 more than 200 men
were employed by the Snyder
Company during the height of
the construction phase of the
railroad. Although some men
lived at home during the
railroad construction, most of
the men lived in railroad
camps. The men lived in
"shanties" (rough cabins)
constructed at various points
along · the railroad. Also,
feeding over one hundred men
morning and night in a rough
rural railroad camp was a
major logistical problem. But
it was one of the most
important jobs on the railroad.
The quantity and quality of
the food was important to the
morale and produc;tivity of the
workers. Mr. Epp Crisp,
grandfather of Elliottville
resident
Ruth
(Crisp)
Robinson, was the camp cook
for the M&NF Railroad. He
had to slaughter his own meat
and purchase fresh and home
canned vegetables from local
residents. Cooking two meals
a day for over one hundred
men on a primitive woodburning kitchen range was
hard work. However , Mr.

Clearfield KY named for Clearfield, Pa. in 1908 was establis4ed as a · compai
town with over 24 houses. This scene shows the sawmill (near present po
surrounded by sawed lumber. Notice white school in. background that was u
the 1950s.
·
·

and era. There were also many
men just waiting for a job ' to
open up and . they were
anxious to work. Total daily
expenses for 202 men, 7 teams
of mules, 1 scraper, 4 carts,
and 4 cars and all materials
for May 13, 1908 was $360.50.
Final construction inclucjed
machine shops, a round house
at Redwine and Clearfield
where engines could turn
around, as well as 25 miles of
standard gauge railroad track.
Mr . W .M. McCormick
supervised the railroad
construction and remained in
Morehead as the first
president of the railroad. He
also supervised .the erection of
the giant saw mill in 1905.
TAe 25 mile railroad from
Mor e head to Redwine was

completion of the Morehead &
North Fork Railroad, the
economy was booming and the
county was growing. Families
were moving to the county
from far and near. 1rt 1890 the
population in Rowan County
was 6,120, in 1900 it was
8,287, and by 1910 the
population had increased to
9,438. In 1900 there were
3,516 school age children in
Rowan County. In 2000, there
are only 3,112 childr e n
enrolled in Rowan S chools
(families were much larger in
1900). There was a 50 percent
increase in population in two
decades. It was the timber and

larid that brought the original
settlers to Rowan County in
1800, and it was still the land
and timber that brought the
railroad and people to Rowan
County in 1900 . (It is still
providing a substantial
portion of the economy in
2000.) It was a small wonder
that Rowan was known at the
"Timber Garden of Kentucky."
Looking at Rowan County
through the telescope of time,
Mr. Schooler, editor of the
Morehead Advance, in 1898
and the local leadership must
have been doing something
right. They had succeeded in .
bringing early entrepreneurs

who settled here bee
believed in the f
Rowan County e1
invest their money a:
the future of the are~
Private railroad c:
"The Wrigle
Many of the n
worked on the railr
worked in the log wo
lived in the old railrc
near the timber sit<
those same "shant
had housed the
construction work
housed the timber
Rowan County began
- - - -- - -- -
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(His wife said he did most all
of the cooking at home .) Also
he had the reputation of
baking
mouth•watering
biscuits and crisp (no pun
intended) cornbread. The men
loved his food, and camp cook
Crisp was one of the unsung
heroes of the M&NF Railroad.
Men worked for 10 cents
per hour
The company's daily report
of May 13, 1908, reported 202
men, 7 teams of mules, 1
scraper, 4 carts, and 4 cars
(push cars to haul rock out of
tunnels) at 20 different work
nyder company's stations along the line.
ras to build 25 miles Laborers were paid $1 a day
trd gauge railroad plus board . Blacksmiths,
:::&o in Morehead to drillmen, and blasters were
in Morgan County. paid $1.50 per day . It was
~act included three dangerous work. Mr. Millard
a 1,354-foot tunnel · Adkins was killed on a cold
ck Mountain, a 725- winter day cleaning ice out of
)1 under Poppin Hill the Paragon tunnel. Also,
on and one tunnel section foreman Patrick
~ley. Actually there Kearns was killed on the
rth tunnel near the railroad in Morgan County.
His widow sued the railroad
tunnel. They were
in tunnels, because and the suit ended up in
milt for the railroad Federal court with the
ther for the stream. railroad winning because they
heaper to build a claimed the man was
r the water than to negligent. The work was
~stle. (The view from dangerous and the hours long
,ave ' the twin tunnels (from sunrise to sunset 6 days
nsidered
to
be a week.) But the pay was
considered good for that time
ir, and many people
~d.
lerCompany
'Ucted railroad
spring of 1907 the
nstruction Company
scale construction of
tead & 1N orth Fork
>ver the unfinished
,f the Morehead &
~rty Railroad . The
nstruction Company
their temporary
)n head quarters at
Kentucky in Rowan
about
halfway
Morehead and

comple ted in 1908. It later
connected to the 7 mile
Lennox Railroad built by the
OK Railroad from Lennox to
Redwine to bring coal and
timber to the M&NF Railroad.
A town is born - co_u nty
grows
By 1908 a small town had
grown up around the site of
the sawmill near Morehead
and the community needed a
new name for a new post
office, and a community
meeting was called to select a
name for the new town. It was
at that meeting the name
"Clearfield" was selected by
vote of those present. It was
named for the town and
county in Pennsylvania that
was headquarters for that
lumber Company.
The
Post
Office
at
Clearfield was established on
Aug. 4, 1908 . Blaine Fulton
was the first Postmaster. Also
a name was needed for the
farther-most point (at that
time) on the M&NF Railroad.
That · community voted to
name the town and Post Office
"Wrigley" after the SecretaryTre as urer of the M&NF
Railroad. He was the man who
signed their checks.
With the arrival in Rowan
County of the Clearfield
Lumber Company · and the
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orehead
Clearfield Lumber and M&NF
·
Railroad, Part I
straight pins. Obviously tl?.ey
had been produced in an era
before paper clips, or the
"For which of you intending company used straight pins
_to build, does not first sit because they were cheaper . .
But it was evident that the
down a_n d count the cost,
whether he has sufficient to documents had never been
separated since they were first
finish it." (Lu. 14:28)
In 1900 a very successful pinned together with those
conglomerate was formed in straight pins. Also much of the
the states of New Jersey, material was made available
Clearfield, Pennsylvania and by Rick Armstrong, whose
Clester
"Booge"
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania father
that would have a far reaching Armstrong, purchased all of
effect upon rural Rowan the old Morehead and North
County in isolated Eastern Fork Railroad and the
Clearfield Company holdings
Kentucky.
Eventually there' would be a Oct. 31, 1973. Other document
confusing number of names of information came from the
people
and
companies Camden-Carroll Library's
associated with that large Special Collections, and Tim
Holbrook assisted with the
conglomerate.
Companies with such photographs.
Carpetbaggers and
names as Clearfo1ld Company,
Speculators Arrive
Clearfield Lumber Company,
Between the Civil War and
Morehead and West Liberty
Railroad, Morehead and Pin the coming of the C&O
Hobk Railroad, Morehead and Railroad through Rowan
North Fork Railroad, Lee Coal County, land was very cheap.
Company and Lee Clay General Baldwin from New
Products Company.
York, an early carpetbagger,
. Also, people with such last saw the possibility of making
names as Lee, Wrigley, money on the land and its
McCormick, Snyder, Gearhart, timber.
Young, Carr, Elkins and
At one time he owned
McClure and many others 30,000 acres in Rowan and
would be involved in the Morgan counties, paying 25
formation of those companies. cents per acre for the land. He
(Later there would be names made a large fortune when he
of many other prominent early later sold the land for $1.95
Rowan residents. ) Many of per acre.
those companies developed
The coming of the railroad
i m uJ _t..R._n__e_o..u.s 1 v - - ...an._1
throui:rh. _ Rowan
County
By Jack D. Ellis

Special to The Morehead News

c:i.

future for investment in
Rowan County land, timber,
fire clay, freestone, limestone,
lithograph stone, iron and
coal. However, a railroad is
urgently
needed
from
Morehead to Morgan County
to bring the tremendous
resources of timber to the new
C&O Railroad where it can be
shipped to markets in the
South and East."
Mr. Schooler's message
reached not only local
investors but reached the ears
of eager investors from the
eastern states looking for
capital investment. As the
great forests of New York,
Pennsylvania and · New
England were depleted ,
northern timber men turned
their attention southward.
Among those men were Mr.
A.W. Lee, George Gearhart,
J.A. Snyder and John W .
Wrigley, owners of the
Clearfield, (Pennsylvania)
Lumber Company. A.W. Lee
and J.W. Wrigley secretly
visited Rowan County in 1899.
The two men spent weeks
cruising the vast virgin stands
of timber in Rowan, Morgan
and Elliott counties.
They
soon
became
interested in a large section of
land that stretched from the
outskirts of Morehead over
Clack Mountain and down the
watershed of the North Fork
of Licking River through
Paragon to what later became
Wrigley and Redwine. The two
men were convinced there was
. enough timber available in
t.hcit t_p rritorv to keen their.

•·

or1es:
.

d their own timber cruisers
estimate the number of
" oard feet of timber on the
nd.
Therefore
many
ndowners were often cheated
y unscrupulous company
en.
On April 16, 1912, the
learfield Lumber Company
ought timber rights at the ·
it ump from W.C. Dehaven on
illiams and Elk Forks in
organ County for $3,740 .
lso on March 16, 1912, they
u rchased the timber rights
om James McClain on Elk
ork in Morgan County for
,060. All timber was to be 14
nch or larger at the stump.
arvesting the timber was to
'e done by the Clearfield
umb er Company. In 1912,
e company also bought the
'mber rights from S.B. Reese,
enry Day, Walter Skaggs
nd C.H. Black. The contract
ave the timber company five
e ars to remove timber. On Dec. 11, 1913, the owners of the Morehead and West
}early the Clearfield Lu"m ber Liberty Railroad were ordered to appear in federal co:urt
ompaµy had plans to cut and in Frankfort to answer a complaint by the.Morehead and
North Fork Railroad. Notice the heading President of the
aw a lot of timber.
A railroad was needed to United States instead of Federal Court.
arvest all of that timber and
group of local leaders also railroad called the Morehead railroad from Morehead to
cognized the need for a and West Liberty Railroad . "Pin Hook." But he never
ilroad to West Liberty. They They succeeded in building the could get financing for that
uickly obtained a chart er to first four miles to Clack railroad (All this was about
and
stopped the time plans ~ere being
uild a railroad before the Mount ain
ast erners
began their because a tunnel had to go made to build the Morehead
ilroad. In 1901, William A. through the mountain and and North Fork Railroad by
oung, J.C. Evarts, E.13. Carr they were out of money. Also
nd two brothers by the name Judge G.B. Elkins was trying
See RAILROAD on C-2
f Clark began building a to get a charter to build a

(

overlapped m tneir scope ana
pur pose .
Clearfield, Pennsylvania,_
Archives
Much of the material from ·
Clearfield, P ennsylvania was
supplied to thi s write r by
native Moreh eadian Fred R.
Wood, president of Mid-States
Amus em en t
Company,
Cl e arfi eld , Penns ylvania .
Ot her
d oc um e nts
were
supplied by Margery Wright
Wrigley L e e of Clearfield,
Pennsylvania, widow of
att orn ey Joseph A . Lee,
grandson of A.W. Lee, founder
of several local companies. It
was intere sting to review
those original archives that
were clipped together with

orougnL 1a uu a u u L1u1u1:a
speculators· to make ~n
investment in the region. In
July 1898, Mr. Edward
Schooler editor of th e
Morehead Advance with keen
insight into the future of the
county prophetically wrot e:
There is no place mor e
inviting to capital than the
county of Rowan .' Of recent
years there has been an influx
of capital into the county, and
all who have seen fit to invest
have been more pleased with
the result. Many who began
with a little capital soon
became money kings . Yet
there is still much more
opportunity remaining for .
investors. There is a bright

A copy of a $1,000 bond sold in the state of New Jersey in
1908. It was used to finance the Morehead and North
Fork Railroad. The bond was for 50 years and paid 5
percent interest.
_ ___ ., _....:a.a,

oana mu1 runn i ng 1ur H J
ye a r s . They also were
convinced a standard gauge
railroad had to be built to
bring the timber to market .
They were correct on both
accounts.
Eastern Capital Financed
.Railroad and Land
Mr . Lee and Mr . Wrigley
returned to Pennsylvania in
an attempt to raise the capital
to purchase the land and begin
building a railroad. Their
search for investors took them
to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey . Th'e y
chartered a conglomerate
group of investors in New ,
Jersey and Pennsylvania. The
group included the Clearfield
Lumber
Company
of
Clearfield, Pennsylvania and
the
Clearfield
Lumber
Company of Morehead,
Kentucky. It also included the
Morehead and North Fork
Railroad of Kentucky with
headquarters at 218 Girard
Building,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. That Eastern
conglomerate later included
the Lee Coal Company and the
Lee Clay Products Company of
Clearfield, Kentucky.
In 1900 the . Clearfield
Lumber Company ' began
purchasing land in Rowan and
Morgan counties. They bought
one track from an Eastern
land speculator. (It was the
Eureka Sand and Lumber
Company, 30th and Race
Stre.et,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.) That company
owned 5,000 acres on the
North Fork of Licking River. It
was "90 percent timber, long
bodied white and red oak."
Their timber cruiser estimated
there was about 6,000 board
feet per acre on the land. They
paid the Eureka Company
$1.95 per acre for their 5,000.
acres.
Eventually
the
Clearfield Company acquired
over 30,000 acres of prime
timber land in Rowan and
Morgan counties, paying an
average of $1.95 per acre.
Where they could not
purchase the timber land,
many times the company
purchased the timber rights.
They paid 75 cents per 1,000
board feet of timber at the
stump.
The
Clearfield
Company had their own
.survey::~
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Lee Coal - Lee Clay Products and the M&NF Railroad

e

their first kiln and began
baking their first fire brick.
One year later on Oct. 21,
1926, the Lee Clay Products
found those possibilities in the Company announced they
By Jack Ellis
Special to The Morehead News
form of clay deposits on the were fully operational.
land owned by his companies.
The compa_n y opened an
"Hath not the potter power It seemed Mr. Lee had the underground clay mine on top
over the clay." (Rom. 9:21)
"Midas
touch"
because of Clack Mountain . It was a
In 1914 the lumber everything he touched seemed deep mine that reached
business was booming, but to turn to gold.
several hundred feet l,lnder
In 1920 Mr . A.W. Lee the mountain. As the miners
that didn't satisfy Mr. A.W.
Lee, President of the secretly brought Mr. Schyler filled their carts in the
Morehead & North Fork Clark, a ceramic engineer for underground mine they would
Harbison Walker Refractories push their carts on a narrow
Railroad.
He began to look around for Company in Portsmouth, track to the outside and they
other opportunities. He knew Ohio, to Rowan County to would be wenched down the
there was coal in Morgan prospect on the land owned by mountain and unloaded in the
County and he purchased the Clearfield Lumber Company. M&NF Railroad cars at the
mineral rights to land in that They were not looking for gold bottom of the mountain near
_ the tunnel.
county and founded the Lee but fire clay deposits. ·
Coal Company. As president of ' Following a preliminary
The railroad cars filled with
the railroad, he soon ran a sqrvey, Mr. Clark gave a clay would be hauled the 4 1/2
spur to his mines to move the favorable report to the miles down the Morgan Fork
coal. During WW I there was company officials. Following a to the factory at Clearfield.
an increasing demand for coal, second investigation in 1922, There the clay filled railroad
and in 1914, Mr. A.W. Lee Mr. Clark and Morehead cars were pulled into a shed
entered the coal mining Surveyor S.S . Cassity (C. E .) and unloaded in a pit. Then
presented to company officials the clay was ground into a fine
business .
The Lee Coal Company a detailed map of the powdery substance. From
established a company store at Clearfield Lumber Company there the clay was put on a
Clearfield, Kentucky. The Lands entitled: "Portions of conveyor belt and moved to a
company had· two mines Fire Clay Areas of the room where it was mixed with
located in Morgan County, Clearfield Lumber Company water and kneaded i nt o a
appropriately called Mines #1 Land 1922."
moist dough. From there the
Mr. Clark reported that dough was molded into brick
and #2. Lee built railroad
spurs from the Morehead & "Rowan County contained the or tile an d moved up to a
North Fork Railroad to the best deposits of flint clay in second floor room where it was
mines to transport the coal to the United States," and allowed to dry out before being
predicted great further placed in the kiln.
market.
In 1920, there were 20 development for Rowan
Jim Binion worked for a
miners employed bY, the Lee County, Kentucky and the short time at the Lee Clay
Coal Company. For the 1/2 entire south. He also Products Company. He said it
month pay period ending Dec . predicted, "In the very near was the hardest, hottest work
.15, 1919, those 20 men mined future we will see a large he ever did. Part of his job was ·
a total of 376,800 pounds of factory with smoke stacks to move the molded tile or fire
'
-~ .,.., .
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M'anager of the Lee Clay
P~oducts Company. (Note that
it was not the Lee Clay Tile
Co mpany) .
Mr.
Bowne
im mediately hired John M.
Palmer to the position of Vice
P~esident in charge of Sales.
Mr. Palmer, a veteran of WW I
w~s a native of Syracuse, New
Yor k. (Mr. Palmer was
married to Sallie Johnson and
th,ey had two daughters, Kay
a nd Mary .) He moved his
fapiily to Mt. Sterling,
Ken tucky in 1925 and Mr.
Palmer lived in the Company
q ubhouse during the week
days and commuted, to Mt.
St1erling on weekends.
Later he moved his family
t o; Mor ehead in 1938. Mr.
P1Imer and Mr. Bowne began
an extre mely successful .
nJt ionwi de
advertising ·
c '1tipaign to sell Lee Clay
1
P~()ducts . On Aug. 24, 1927,
Mr,. Mark Bowne spoke to the
M~rehead, Kentucky Kiwanis
Ct b and predicted even
fut.ther development in Rowan
Cdimty.
He said, "One difficulty was
gqtt ing t he clay from the
es to the factory. However,
have our own clay mines
ort Clack Mountain and our
railroad to transport the
t o the factory . Also, we
e men to do the mining."
e company even ran their
phone line from the
ory to the mines.
'hat was before there were

Morehead College students loaded Lee Clay tile on a
truck in Clearfield to be delivered to builders in the
region.
·
any telephone lines in that
area .) They could hand crank
their phones and talk directly
with each other which greatly
facilitated the work.
Mr. Bowne said, "Another of
the problems was the high cost
of shipping the finish ed
product to market." Because

their products were heavy, the
freight costs were extremely
high. But they had just
recently been adjusted so that
our market area can be
greatly broadened, and outlets
can be obtained in the north,

See LEE COAL on C-2
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coa1 snTppeu- oy--ra1.r. 1 ne
miners were paid from 5 1/2
cents to 8 1/4 cents (depending
on the quality) per hundred
pounds of coal mined.
However, each miner had to
pay for tools, supplies and
services; ,..e .g., during the 1/2
month period ending Dec. 15,
1919, miner John Gibson
mined 37,500 pounds of roal
and was paid 8 1/4 cents per
hundred. That was a high rate
for a good quality of coal and
totaled $30.93. But from that
amount, the Lee Company
Store in Clearfield, Kentucky
made
the
following
deductions: Tool Rent= .75,
Smithing = .75, Powder and oil
= 2.80, Rent = 3.00, Doctor =
.75, Company Store = 18 .00
and Cash advance = 2.00. That
left a balance of $2.88 that Mr.
Gibson received for that back
bruising two-week pay period.
Talk about that old Ernie
Ford song "You load 16 tons
and what do you get, another
day older and deeper in debt."
That pay period, Mr. Gibson
loaded just slightly over 16
tons of coal and got $2.88 cash.
Among those early miners
working for the Lee. Coal
Company were: Everett
Adkins, Clarence Blair, , J .D.
Blair, William Calaway,
Prater Caskey, Miles Cooper,
Will Easterling, John Gobson,
Seymor Hill, John Perry, Lee
Quisenberry, E .A. Smith,
Lewis Whitt and Moran Whitt.
Mr . A.W . Lee owned the
mines filled with coal, he
owned the railroad to
transport the coal, he owned
the company houses where the
ininers lived and the Company
Store wher e the miners
shopped. In examining the
two-week pay periods for those
miners, many still owed "their
soul to the company store"
after digging more than 16
tons (One ton per day).
Clay replaced coal
and timber
In 1920, the demand for
coal diminished and much of
the Morgan County coal was
being shipped out of the region
on another railroad.
The Lee Coal Company
closed down in 1921. In 1922
the vast virgin forests began
to play out. It was then
entrepreneur Asbury W. Lee
began to look for other
corporate possibilities. He

oe1cmng smoKe m r,ne--v1cm1ty
of Cl ea rfi eld, K e ntu ck y
producing fire brick by the
millions." His prophecy proved
correct. By 1922 the timber
was about depleted in Rowan
County and the giant sawmill
of the Clearfield Lumber
Company was dismantled and
moved to Tennessee to start
over again.
Lee Clay Products
Company established
In 1923 Mr. Asbury Wright
Lee founded a new company
named for him called Lee Clay
Products Company. On Oct .
15, 1925 the Lee Clay
Products Company. opened

brick to the &econd floor near
the kiln where it was
extremely hot. There the
damp clay products were
allowed to dry for a few days
before moving them into a
second kiln to bake for three
or four days at 3100 degrees.
Their fire bricks were used in
steel mills and were the only
products that could withstand
the extreme temperatures
needed to manufacture steel.
Mark Bowne and John ·
Palmer arrive in 1925
In 1925 the 85-year-old Mr.
A .W. Lee brought ceramic
engineer Mark S. Bowne as
President
and
General
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As the old Ernie Ford song said," You load 16 tons and
what do you get?" This 1919 Clearfield Coal Coin1;>any
ticket sa id John Gibson loaded 18 tons and drew $2.88
after paying the company store.
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minister.
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Clearfield Lumber and M&NF
Railroad, Part III .

class ties shall be 25 cents,
second class shall be 20 cents,
third class shall be 17 cents.
"The Workman is Worthy of The company can cancel the
contract at anytime."
is Hire" (Matt. 10:10)
After the tie pole were cut
In 1903-1904, a company
om Germany came to the and skidded to one central
mdwaters of Licking River in location, a strong experienced
organ County and set up a tie cutter could hew one tie
ave mill . During those two per hour. But it was back
~ars they manufactured breaking work and he could
!Veral million barrel staves not keep that pace very long.
,r
shipment
back to Most all contracts this writer
examined were signed with an ·
ermany.
The question was how to get X indicating they could not
tose millions of barrel staves sign their name. These men
om that isolated section oL were not dumb, they were just
astern Kentucky back to not educated, and there were
ermany? The German those who would take
ompany contracted with two advantage of them.
Unfortunately, forest fires
en, Nim Coburn and Frank
rather, to bring those staves were an inevitable aftermath
own ~
Licking to the of heavy logging. The dead
armers, Kentucky railhead. tree . tops and litter of
hose two men hired about a slashings provided the ideal
nen man, and took eight of conditions for large hot forest
1em up river to the stave fires. Those fires completed
tctory and left four in the devastation. It destroyed
armers . The men up river much of the fertility of the
aited until the spring rain forest floor, humus, rich earth,
rought a high tide in the and .seedlings that had
ver and they began to throw survived the logging. But even
ll those barrel stave into the though the forest struggled, it
.ver. Later they followed survived another cutting 65
iem the 50 miles down river years later.
In 1922 the last of the logs
1 boats to Farmers. They
1rried long peak poles (those were hauled to the Clearfield
ere poles with a steel spike Lumber Company Mill. The
n·d hook on the end). big job was over in almost
herefore, if they found any of exactly the 15 years that Mr.
ie staves lodged in any drifts, A.W. Lee and Mr. Wrigley had
1ey would dislodge them and projected in 1900.
Over 156 million board feet
ush them back into the

•

y Jack. D. Ellis
)ecial to The Morehead News

Epp Crisp, camp cook for
M&NF Railroad cons truction workers
passenger train just about any
place along the line. The
railroad had a good spirit of
cooperation
with
the
community and frequently r an
special trains to picni cs,
. ·.«·.
~
-:
,:,;,;. : ::>::_.;~: ··,:-:'.
revivals and even baptizings.
Early 1910s steam engine loads logs for delivery to the sawmill at Clearfield .
There was one occasion
when a great revival was
getla drink out of a mountain
passengers
Index 12 miles away lent an
underway at Craney. A s a
spring, or to allow a passenger
Helen Price Stacy wrote in atmosphere of big doings."
result of that revival a
to ipake a deal to buy a horse an article published in the
But there was even bigger
baptismal
service
was
or a house . Also stops were Louisville Courier Journal "doings" when a shipment of
scheduled on Sunday following
ma~e between sta_tfons to pick Magazine section in 1958, whiskey arrived from Ashland.
the preaching service. Almost
up [passengers with produce; "The Wrigley Passenger It came in plain boxes without
everyone in Wrigley (seven
sucf as chickens and eggs for Station with its two stores and an address. But it somehow
miles up the track from
ma rk et. There were times balcony was impressive. Horse always reached its
Craney) wanted desperately to
whf produce was even used drawn
hacks
bringing
attend the service also.
to PllY a fare.
passengers, from West Liberty
Railroad hauled people
See RAILROAD on C-2
llbrse drawn hacks haul
and from the O&K Railroad at
to baptizing
It appeared the railroad
was the . only answer . The
M&NF
might
. . . .. Railroad
~. . ,, . -. ,. you
..
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~
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IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals
SIXTH CIRCUIT
No. 2656
ELLEN KEARNS, ADMINISTRATRIX OF
PATRICK KEARNS,

Plaintiff in Error,

vs.
MOREHEAD AND NORTH FORK RAILROAD COMPANY, A NEW JERSEY CORPORATION, AND
MOREHEAD AND NORTH F ORK RAILROAD
COMPANY, A KENTUCKY CORPORATION,

Defendants in Error

BRIEF FOR DEFENDANTS IN ERROR
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On the 26th day of January, 1912, the plaintiff's intestate,
Patrick Kearns, while in the employment of the Morehead
and North Fork Railroad Company, a New Jersey Corporation, as section foreman, was run over by one of its engines
and killed. On the 8th day of August, 1912, the plaintiff
filed suit in the Morgan (Kentucky) Circuit Court against
The Morehead and North Fork Railroad Company for his
death, sueing it as a Kentucky Corporation, alleging that it
was incorporated under the laws of the State of Kentucky,
but at its March term, 1913, on motion of the plaintiff, this
case was dismissed without prejudice; but this order of dismissal was entered after the present suit had been instituted (R.29-33). On the 10th day of January, 1913, the
plaintiff filed another suit in the Morgan Circuit Court
against both the New Jersey corporation, and what it denominated a Kentucky corporation, for the death of her
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intestate. Summons was issued on this petition but not
served (R. 8) ; but learning of the fact that it had been sued,
the New Jersey corporation in due time filed its petition for
removal to the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Kentucky, of which Morgan county was .a part.
Having overlooked some of the provisions of the New Judicial Code with reference to the manner in which actions
should be removed to the Federal Court, it subsequently and
in due time with notice filed an amended petition and bond
for removal. To this petition and amended petition, the
plaintiff filed an answer, over the objections of the defendant, in the Morgan Circuit Court; and over its objections,
the court heard the evidence on the question of removal and
overruled its motion to remove, but in due time it filed a
transcript of the record in the Federal Court, and subsequently a motion was made by plaintiff to remand the case,
which motion was overruled by the United States District
Court. The pleadings were subsequently made up and the
case tried in that court, which resulted in the court's giving
a peremptory instruction for the defendant upon the ground
that he was a fellow servant with the fireman and engineer
whose negligence was alleged to have caused his death, and
upon the further ground that before stepping upon the rail• road track, he did not stop, look or listen. This instruction
came at the conclusion of plaintiff's testimony. Subsequently the plaintiff filed its petition for a writ of error
together with its assignment of errors in the District Court,
and upon that record this case is here on a Writ of Error.
In the Assignment of Errors, there is no complaint that the
court erred in any manner other than upon the question of
its jurisdiction (R 73). In plaintiff's brief it is admitted
that if the court had jurisdiction, then no error was committed-at least no complaint is made in the assignment of
errors or brief that the court otherwise erred. In this court
a motion has been filed and made to dismiss this Writ of
Error upon the ground that this court has no jurisdiction,
because the jurisdiction of the District Court is the only
question brought before this court, and the taking of jurisdiction by that court was the only error alleged to have been
committed by it, and that under the Judicial Code, this Writ
of Error alone lies to the Supreme Court. So we have three
propositions in this case in their order.
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FIRST :-HAS THIS COURT JURISDICTION OF
THIS WRIT OF ERROR WHEN THE QUESTION OF
THE JURISDICTION OF THE DISTRIC'r COURT
ALONE IS ASSIGNED FOR ERROR?
SECOND:-WERE THERE TWO CORPORATIONS
BEARING THE NAME OF MOREHEAD & NORTH FORK
RAILROAD COMPANY, OR WAS THERE BUT ONE CORPORATION SO FAR AS THE QUESTION OF REMOVAL
WAS CONCERNED?
IF THERE WERE TWO SEPARATE CORPORATIONS SO FAR AS THE QUESTION OF REMOVAL WAS
CONCERNED, WAS THERE A CAUSE OF ACTION
STATED AGAINST THE KENTUCKY CORPORATION
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW JERSEY CORPORATION; AND WAS THERE A SEPARABLE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE PLAINTIFF AND THE NEW
JERSEY CORPORATION WHICH COULD BE COMPLETELY DETERMINED BETWEEN THEM INDEPENDENTLY OF THE KENTUCKY CORPORATION?
If this Court has no jurisdiction of t his Writ of Error
for the reason above stat ed or for any reason, then it will
not be necessary to discuss the other questions. But without
waiving our motion to dismiss, but insisting upon the same,
we will discuss the questions briefly in their order.

THE MOTION TO DISMISS.
Section 128 of the Judicial Code, Act of March 3, 1911,
in part provides:
''The Circuit Courts of Appeals shall exercise appellate jurisdiction to review by appeal or writ of error
final decisions in the district courts, including the
United States District Court for Hawaii, in all cases
other than those in which appeals and writs of error
may be taken direct to the Supreme Court, as provided
in Section 238 unless otherwise provided by law."
Section 238 of the same Code provides:
"Appeals and Writs of Error may be taken from the
District Courts, including the United States District
Court for Hawaii, direct to the Supreme Court in the
following cases: In any case in which the jurisdiction_
of the court is in issue, in which case the question of
jurisdiction alone shall be certified to the Supreme
Court from the court below for decision. ''
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In this case the only question before this court and the
only ground relied upon in the plaintiff's brief and the only
error assigned in the petition for the writ of error is the
question of the jurisdiction of the District Court.
In her petition for Writ of Error, she states that the
only errors complained of are those set out in the assignment of errors, and in the assignment of errors, seven in
number, they all relate exclusively to the jurisdiction of the
District Court (R.74-75). We know that if the case had
come to this court upon the whole case, this court would
have jurisdiction to determine both the question of jurisdiction and merits on a writ of error. In that event it
would be the only court that would have jurisdiction. When
the jurisdiction is questioned and the court's jurisdiction is
sustained in the lower court, the party if dissatisfied with
' its decision upon the merits or jurisdiction or both, may
waive the right to appeal on the merits and take the case
direct to the Supreme Court, or if he desires to appeal both
on the merits and question of jurisdiction, he must appeal
o:r sue out his writ of error direct to the Circuit Court of
Appeals which will decide the whole case, including the
question of jurisdiction and the case on its merits. The
plaintiff in this case had his election to take this case direct
to the Supreme Court on the question of jurisdiction, or
bring it here on the whole case. He did not bring it here
on the whole case, but on the question of jurisdiction alone.
For the purpose of determining the question raised upon
appeal or writ of error, the court will look alone to the
"Assignment of Errors", and especially so when no error is
assigned on the merits, or upon any question other than that
of jurisdiction. Under Rule 11, this court will not consider
errors not assigned, unless the errors be patent and plain.
In other words if errors on the merits had been assigned
and others which were flagrant or plain appeared in the record, the court would in its discretion be authorized to consider them, even though they be not assigned. But when
the case is appealed or here on writ of error on the question
of jurisdiction alone, and not on the merits and no errors on
the merits are assigned, the court will be limited to the question of jurisdiction; and if it has no jurisdiction when the
question of the jurisdiction of the lower court alone is raised
'

then it would have no right to consider any error upon the
merits or otherwise not assigned. Moline Trust & Savings
Bank vs. Wiley, 149 Fed., 734; Sovereign Camp of Woodmen
vs. Jackson, 97 Fed., 382 and cases cited therein; Oswego
Township, &c. vs. Traveler's Ins. Co., 70 Fed., 225; Russell
vs. Huntington Nat'l Bank, 162 Fed., 868; Reliable Incubator Co. vs. Brooder Co., 105 Fed., 667; Allen, &c. vs. Strong,
70 Fed., 273; U.S. on relation &c. vs. Severens, 71 Fed. 768;
Beck & Paul Lith. Co. vs. Wacker & Birk B. & M. Co., 76
Fed.,13 and cases cited; Davis & Kenkin, &c. Co. vs. Barber,
&c., 60 Fed. , 465; Cabot vs. McAlister, 65 Fed., 533; Wirgman vs. Persons, 126 Fed., 455; Davis vs. C. C. C. & St. L.
Ry. Co., 217 U.S., 157; Chicago Board of Trade vs.Hammond
Elevator Co., 198 U.S., 424; Shepherd vs. Adams 168 U. S.,
618; Mexican Central R. R. Co. vs. Eckman 187 U. S., 430;
U. S. &c. vs. Jahn 155 U.S. 109.
As said in the Reliable Incubator Co. case supra; "Primarily, at least, the assignment of errors determines the
scope of the appeal'' and ''if in any case errors other than
the lack of jurisdiction in the lower court are asserted, the
whole case is before the court, including the question of
jurisdiction". All through these cases may be read the principle that the assignment of errors determines the scope of
the appeal and the question at issue in the Appellate Court.
It is true, and these cases so hold, that where there is any
other question raised by the assignment of errors, the whole
case is before the court on both the merits and question of
jurisdiction, and that whether the court should be of the
opinion no error has been committed on the merits. The
assignment of one error· on the merits in addition to assignments of error on the question of jurisdiction will bring the
whole case to the Appellate Court, but it takes something
more than an assignment of errors as to the question of the
jurisdiction of the lower court to bring the whole case before
this court. In the Jahn case, the rules with reference to
the various jurisdictional questions which may arise in this
and the Supreme Court are clearly laid down. In this case,
if the plaintiff had desired to appeal to this court on the
• whole case, she had a right to do so; but desiring to raise
only the one question, clearly her right is in a writ of error
to the Supreme Court. In this case, the plaintiff is confined
to her assignment of errors, which are made part of and
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filed with her petition, for the purpose of determining the
question of the jurisdiction of this court. No other question
is raised in her brief than the question of the jurisdiction of
the District Court. There is nothing else that this court
could decide. This court has the right to certify questions
of jurisdiction to the Supreme Court when writs of error
and appeals are taken to it on the whole case, and await a
decision on the merits until the Supreme Court has passed
upon the question of jurisdiction, or the Supreme Court
could order the whole case brought up to it for decision.
In this case if this court were to certify the question of
jurisdiction, what questions would be reserved by it, or in
case the Supreme Court should order the whole case brought
up, what else would there be to bring up?
If there had been any other error assigned, t hen this
court would have acquired jurisdiction, and even though for
some reason the other questions so raised were not properly
gotten before the court or defectively stated, or it should
subsequently not be insisted upon, still the court would have
jurisdiction t o consider the jurisdictional question raised in
the lower court; but it takes some such assignment of error
to primarily give jurisdiction to this court, and when its
jurisdiction is once acquired, it will not be afterward lost.
It is the fact that the court is called upon to decide some
other question than that of jurisdiction, t hat gives this court
jurisdiction. This is necessary to constitute an appeal or
writ of error to this court upon t he "whole case" . The writ
of error here is just what the plaintiff would have sued out
if she had t aken t he case direct to the Supreme Court in the
event she had elected to go there direct on the question of
jurisdict ion alone. It would have been called upon to decide
exactly the same question, no more and no less, than this
court is called upon to decide. Ident ically the same errors are
assigned here that would have to be assigned in that court.

tucky in the case of Plummer vs. C. & 0 . Ry. Co. , 143 Ky. ,
102, had held that before a non-resident railroad could acquire property such as rights of way, depots, and exercise
the right of eminent domain, &c., it was necessary for it to
become incorporated under the laws of the State of Kentucky pursuant to the provisions of Section 765 of the
Kentucky Statutes.

SE COND :-WERE THERE TWO CORPORATIONS
BEARING THE NAME OF MOREHEAD & NORTH FORK
RAILROAD COMPANY, OR WAS THERE ONLY ONE
CORPORATION SO FAR AS THE QUESTION OF REMOVAL WAS CONCERNED ?
Just before the incorporation of what is denominated
the Kentucky Corporation, the Court of Appeals of Ken-

In that case, the Virginia corporation had complied with
t he provisions of Section 841 of the Kentucky Statutes, but
had not complied with the provisions of Section 765.
·
Section 841 reads as follows: "No company, association
or corporation created by or organized under the laws
or authority of any state or country other than this
State, shall possess, control, maintain or operate any
railway or part thereof, in this state until by incorporation under the laws of this State, the same shall
have become a corporation, a citizen and resident of
this State. Any such company, association or incorporation may, for the purpose of possessing, maintaining or operating a railway or part thereof in this State,
become a corporation, citizen and resident of this State,
by being incorporated in the manner following, namely :
By filing in the office of the Secretary of State, and in
the office of the railroad Commission, a copy of the
Charter or Articles of Incorporation of such company,
association or corporation, authenticated by its seal
and by the attestation of its president and secretary,
and thereupon and by virtue thereof, such company,
association or corporation shall at once become and be
a corporation, citizen and resident of this St ate. The
Secretary of State shall issue to such corporation a
certificate of such incorporation."
Section 765 of the Kentucky Statutes reads as follows:
"No railroad corporation, organized or created by or
under the laws of any other state, shall have t he right
to condemn land for, or acquire the right of way for, or
purchase or hold lands for its depots, tracks, or other
purposes, until it shall have first filed in t he office of
the Secretary of State of this State, in the manner
provided in the first article of this chapter, its acceptance of the constitution of this State, and shall have
become organized as a corporation under the laws of
this State, which it may do by filling in the office of
the Secretary of State and the Railroad Commission
articles of incorporation in the manner and form provided in Section 763 of this article.''
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Section 763 provides:
"Any number of persons, not less than seven, may
associate to form a corporation for the purpose of constructing, operating and maintaining a railroad. Such
persons shall execute articles of incorporation, which
shall specify the name of the proposed railroad, the
number of years the corporation is to continue, the
amount of its capital stock, and the number of shares
into which the same shall be divided; the number of
directors, which shall not be less than five nor more
than fifteen and their names; the place from and to
which and the name of each county into or through
which it is intended to be constructed, and its length
as near as may be. Each subscriber to such articles
shall set opposite to his name his place of residence
and the number of shares subscribed by l1im. When
ever two hundred and fifty dollars per mile have in
good faith been subscribed, and twenty per cent thereof
paid in cash, to the persons named in the articles as
directors, and an affidavit made to that effect by two
of said named directors and attached thereto, a copy of
said artlcles and affidavit shall be filed in the office of
the Railroad Commissioners and in the office of the
Secretary of State; and when a certificate of such fact
is delivered by the said officers to the incorporators, the
persons who have subscribed said articles shall be a
body corporate by the name specified in the articles,
and as such may sue and be sued, contract and be contracted with, have a seal and change the same at
pleasure; may elect or appoint directors, who shall
choose from their number such officers as may be necessary; may require from any officer or employee a
bond for the faithful discharge of his duties, and prescribe such by-laws for its government, and exercise
such powers as are necessary to the conduct of its
business not inconsistent with law."
It will thus be seen that under the provisions of Section
765, the non-resident railroad company will have to go
through all the formalities and do exactly the same things
that are required in the formation of an absolutely domestic
railroad company. Section 763 is the one under which all
domestic railroad companies have to be organized. Before
the year 1912, and before the .decision in the Plummer case,
the New Jersey corporation had accepted the provisions of
the constitution and had complied with the provisions of
Section 841 .of the Kentucky Statutes, and thought it had
the right to purchase its right of way, &c., and exercise the

right of eminent domain, but this Plummer case put all nonresident corporations to work, and they had to incorporate
under Section 765. In other words, they had to begin and
go through all the formalities required of a domestic corporation from the beginning.
The C. &. 0. Ry. Co. got busy in June, 1911, but the defendant here did not reorganize under this section until the
early part of 1912. They didn't do it exactly alike. Much
is said about the statement of O'Rear & Williams, defendant's attorneys when the articles were filed in 1912 (R 4).
A careful reading of that letter or accompanying statement
shows that there was no effort to create an absolutely independent corporation, but on the contrary it shows that it
was intended to carry the New Jersey corporation into Kentucky and make it domestic in so for as the law required.
It recites the fact that the New Jersey corporation had failed
to become a domestic corporation, and that IT now desired
to RE-ORGANIZE UNDER THE LAWS OF KENTUCKY
FOR THE PURPOSE OF RETAINING ITS NAME UNDER WHICH IT IS OPERATING ITS RAILROAD IN
KENTUCKY.
It was necessary under section 765 to re-organize the
New Jersey corporation under the laws of the State of Kentucky, and such a reorganization and incorporation made it
a domestic corporation for certain purposes. You can not
re-organize a corporation that has never been organized.
Much is also said about the answer to question 6 in its report to the Secretary of State (R 37). The answer toquestion 3 shows that the corporation now reporting as a Kentucky corporation was organized under the laws of the State
of Kentucky; as all corporations of that class, whether
domestic or foreign, re-incorporated under Section 765 would
have to report, for they are all necessarily so organized In
answer to the sixth question, it shows that it was originally
organized under-the laws of the State of New Jersey. It is
clearly shown in the affidavit of Geo. H. Gearhart that it
was the intention of the New Jersey corporation to comply
with the provisions of Section 765 of the Kentucky Statutes
(R 19-20). A compliance with Section 765 by a non-resident
railway company for questions of taxation, local assessment,
in making its reports, and in service of process and many
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other things, make it a domestic corporation, but it never
loses its identity as a foreign corporation when it comes to
its right to remove a case to the Federal Court. It was given
life by the State of New Jersey. That is the parent state.
It in a measure gets a new lease of life by becoming a citizen of the State of Kentucky for certain purposes, but it is
still a citizen of the State of New J ersey. The State of
Kentucky in a measure becomes its foster parent. If this
were not true, there would be no necessity for re-incorporating it. If it made an entirely different concern, then you
would not be re-incorporating the New Jersey corporation.
There would be no necessity of going through all this fuss
and feathers about a non-resident railway company doing
business in Kentucky, for it would not be doing business in
Kentucky, but it would be an entirely different concern
doing business. In the Plummer case, the court holds that
it only makes the non-resident corporation a domestic corporation for certain purposes to organize under Section 841
or 765; but that in either event the non-resident corporation
and the one organized in Kentucky are the same and may in
either case remove its causes to the Federal Courts even
against a party whose cause of action accrued in Kentucky
and in favor of a citizen of Kentucky. Section 765 and the
decision of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky construing it
make the two corporations, so to speak, but one, and in
Kentucky by reason of these Statutes and the construction
placed 'upon them by the Kentucky .Court of Appeals, they
are the same corporation.
It is contended that the defendant has been inconsiste t
in that it denied in
It
s a Ken

this is true of all non-resident railway companies incorporating under Section 765. So there can be no inconsistency
there. A non-resident railroad company can not file ·merely
articles of incorporation signed by it, but they must be
signed by not less than seven persons. Section 763 Ky.
Statutes. So the contention, that the fact that the articles
in this case were signed by individuals is against the defendant is without merit. It was absolutely necessary that
at least seven persons sign these articles. While the articles
in the case of the C. & 0. were signed by the railroad company, they were also signed by several individuals. The
very fact that the same persons who signed the Kentucky
articles were stockholders in the New Jersey corporation,
and the number of shares were the same, the life of the corporation the same, the capital stock the same, the railroad
the same, all go to show that they were trying to comply
with Section 765. If they had anything else in mind, there
would have been no necessity for such a rigid duplication of
these matters.
This brings us to the legal questions raised in some of
the cases cited for plaintiff. An examination of the Gerling
case and the cases therein cited will show that they are not
in point. That part of the case quoted in the plaintiff's
brief was not necessary to a decision of the case, and a summing up of the cases cited therein as upholding plaintiff's
contention in this case will show that these railroad companies were made up of a lot of various railroad companies
of different states which had been consolidated under one
name, the various companies having been incorporated primarily by the various states, and of course they are treated
as domestic corporations in each of the states in which they
were originally incorporated; or they were before the court
on questions of taxation or some other matter of purely
domestic concern, in which they were treated as being
domestic corporations. But assuming that the principles
therein laid down are to govern this case, let us see where
we are. In the case of Lakeshore & M. S. Railway vs. Eder
174 Fed., 944, decided by this court and cited by plaintiff as
following those decisions and the principle laid down in the
Gerling case, this court said :
"The court below whose jurisdiction was invoked
was administering the laws of Ohio, and that law re-

m1g consider it, a . Kentuck cor ora
t was then a
ew ersey corporation for all intents and purposes and it
have been confessing a falsehood to have admittec£
that the Kentucky corporation killed him. lt_never for al'_!X
·ntent or ur
ection 765 is -concerned
came a Kentucky corporation until after earns' deatll,
Since its incorporation in Kentucky, it is required to report
to the Secretary of State as a Kentucky corporation, and
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gards the corporation sued as one of its own creation,
and it is indifferent to the fact, if it exists, that some
other state has incorporated it, or suffered it to be
incorporated. Although for some purposes a body in_.
corporated in several states may be regarded as an
entity, it is not so for all."
In that case, the railroad company was a constituent of
several companies operating in several states. Where a
corporation is composed of several independent railroad companies operating in different states and originally organized
in different states, they will severally be treated as partners
with each other. B. & 0. R.R. Co. vs. Harris, 20 L. ed., 358.
In the Eder case this court upheld the jurisdiction of the
Federal Court, and in that case the court also said:
''The laws of the state are the mould in which the
corporation is cast and continues to exist. It derives
those faculties from those laws; and the fact that it
may be allowed to exercise those faculties in another
state, however freely or with whatever limitations,
does not alter its essential character in the state of its
creation. It is a citizen of that state and no other,
whatever privileges it may there be permitted to enjoy, even though they be identical with those it enjoys
at home."
In that case, the court predicated its decision on the
question of jurisdiction upon the idea that the Federal Court
was administering the laws of the State of Ohio, and that
that state regarded the railroad company, and the laws of
that state regarded the corporation sued as one of its own
creation. If we are to follow that idea through this case,
then the laws of the State of Kentucky do not regard the
corporation as one of its own creation, but as a license to do
business in Kentucky. By conforming to Section 841 of the
Statutes, the foreign corporation is licensed to lease and operate a railroad in Kentucky, and by conforming to Section 765,
the foreign railroad company is licensed to own its own railroad apd right of way, depots, &c. In the Plummer case in
discussing these questions and in construing those sections
of the Statute, the Court of Appeals of Kentucky said :
"Nor does it follow that the incorporation of a foreign railway company in this state will divest it of its
original citizenship or deprive it of any rights or privileges it enjoys as a foreign corporation. What these
rights and privileges are or may be, it would be out-:
side of the scope of the question before us to under-

take to define, and we shall not attempt to do so. We
are only concerned with the single question-whether
or not it is within the power of the state to impose the
reasonable terms that our constitution and statute do
upon foreign corporations as a condition precedent to
their coming into this state and acquiring by purchase
lines of rail way therein. While the Virginia corporation was holding and operating the Kentucky corporation as such lessee, by its compliance with Section 841
of the Kentucky Statutes, it became in the language
of that section, "a corporation, citizen and resident of
this state". If upon its purchase of the Kentucky
corporation it had complied with Section 765 of the
Kentucky Statutes, it would have been "organized as
a corporation under the laws of the State of Kentucky". It would therefore seem that so far as our
laws can affect the question, the corporation that has
complied with Section 841 is to the same extent a Kentucky corporation as is a foreign corporation that complies with Section 765. The only difference between
the two sections is in the means or methods by which
the foreign corporation is converted into or becomes a
Kentucky corporation. If a forced compliance with
one is an interference with or regulation of interstate
commerce, so is a forced compliance with the other.
If a foreign corporation desires to lease a railway in
this state, it must perform the conditions imposed by
Section 841; and if it desires to purchase a railway in
this state, it must observe the conditions imposed by
Section 765. So far as the principal is concerned, the
requirements imposed by one section can not be distinguished from those imposed by the other.''
Then following these statements the court cites with
approval the opinion of the Supreme Court in the case of
Southern Railway Co. vs. Allison, 190 U. S., 326, together
with other cases in which it is held that a compliance with
the state requirements by foreign corporations do not deprive them of their citizenship in the original parent state or
of the right to remove their causes to the Federal Courts.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals in construing this law,
makes no difference between a corporation organized pursuant to Section 841 and 765. So far as the question of
removal is concerned, and recognizes the principle that it is
still a foreign corporation doing business in this State, but
for certain purposes it is treated as a domestic corporation.
In the case of Southern Railway Co. vs. Allison, the laws of
the State of North Carolina required foreign railway com-
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panies to file in the office of the Secretary of State copies of
their articles of incorporation, etc. and provided that upon
compliance therewith ''it should become a corporation of the
State of North Carolina in the same manner as if it had
originally been incorporated in that State." In a suit by a
citizen of the State of North Carolina against it, the railway
company sought to remove the case on the ground of diversity of citizenship. This was denied by the State Courts, but
the Supreme Court in passing upon the question said :
''So it seems that a corporation may be made what
is determined a domestic corporation or in form a domestic corporation, of a state in compliance with the
legislation thereof by filing a copy of its charter and
by-laws with the Secretary of State; yet such fact
does not affect the character of the original corporation. It does not thereby become a citizen of the state
in which a copy of its charter is filed, so far as to affect the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts upon a
question of diverse citizenship" .
This case was decided long after and in the face of all
the decisions cited by the plaintiff. Since the legislature of
a state has the right to prescribe the manner in which corporations may be organized, it may require that they be
organized for certain purposes pursuant to the conditions
and upon the terms prescribed in Section 841 as well as 765,
and when these conditions have been complied with, one is
as much a corporation as the other, and both operate alike
as a license to the foreign corporation to do business in this
state. In the face of the Statute, the decision in the Plummer and Allison cases supra, it can not be contended that
the filing of copies of the articles of foreign incorporation
makes it any less a domestic corporation for certain and all
purposes t han a compliance with Section 765. If the one does
not deprive the foreign corporation of the right to remov'::l
its case to the Federal Courts, the other does not. In either
event, it is an organization or incorporation of the foreign
corporation, and it is the foreign corporation doing business.
An incorporation of a foreign corporation does not mean and
could not mean the making of an absolutely independent corporation. It means a reincorporation of the same thing. It
does not lose its identity as a foreign corporation.
In support of these views are Louisville, N. A. & C. R. Co.
vs. Louisville Trust Co., 174 U.S., 552, Walters vs. C. B. & Q.
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Ry. Co., 104 Fed., 377; St. L. & S. F. R. Co. vs. James, 161

u. s., 545.

THIRD:-IF THERE WERE TWO SEPARATE CORPORATIONS SO FAR AS THE QUESTION OF REMOVAL
WAS CONCERNED, WAS THERE A CAUSE OF ACTION
STATED AGAINST THE KENTUCKY CORPORATION
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW JERSEY CORPORATION; AND WAS THERE A SEP ARABLE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE PLAINTIFF AND THE NEW
JERSEY CORPORATION WHICH COULD BE COMPLETELY DETERMINED BETWEEN THEM INDEPENDENTLY OF THE KENTUCKY CORPORATION?
In the first place, there was no cause of action stated
against the Kentucky corporation, if there was such a corporation, as distinguished from the New Jersey corporation.
Here is the only allegation against the Kentucky corporation
after stating the facts connected with its incorporation.
The plaintiff states that the Morehead & North Fork
Railroad Co., a Kentucky corporation, absorbed and took
over the property of the defendant Morehead & North Fork
Railroad Company, a New J ersey corporation, and the Kentucky corporation, defendant Morehead & North Fork Railroad Company, thereby assumed and became bound for the
liabilities of the Morehead & North Fork Railroad Company,
a New Jersey corporation, to the plaintiff growing out of
the negligent acts aforesaid, and the plaintiff accordingly
states that both of the defendants are in law liable to the
plaintiff for the injuries and damages aforesaid (R 3).
There is no allegation that the Kentucky corporation
promised or agreed to pay the debts of the New Jersey concern or any of them, or that the Kentucky corporation took
over ALL the property of the old corporation, or that the
old concern had been dissolved, or that it did not have property amply sufficient to pay this debt, or that there had
been any fraudulent transfer of the property, or that it did
not pay dollar for dollar for the property which it took over
from the old concern, or that it was insolvent.
In this state there is no such method of acquiring property as by absorption so far as we know. Section 1907 a of
the Kentucky Statutes, enacted March 16, 1896, authorizes
an action against the original obligor and one to whom prop-
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erty has been fraudulently transferred without a nulla bona.
Before that it was necessary to first have a nulla bona. But
there is no allegation of fraud here. The case of Camden
&c. Ry. Co. vs. Lee, 84 S. W.,332 cited by plaintiff does not
uphold her contention. In that case there had been a judgment against the Ashland & Catlettsburg Street Railway
Co., and a .return of "no property found" upon an execution
issued upon that judgment. Then suit was brought against
the Camden &c. Ry. Co. because it had taken a deed to all
the property of the Ashland & Catlettsburg concern, and
had issued stock to the old stockholders in the new corporation for their stock in the old. In that case, the old concern
went entirely out of existence and was merged in the new
one. That was an instance of an absorption by one corporotion of another pure and simple, but the cont racts and
agreements show how that was done, and the property was
by deed conveyed to the new concern. There the old concern went entirely out of business. Here there is no allegation that the New Jersey corporat ion had gone out of business or that the New Jersey corporation was absorbed by
the Kentucky corporation. In the case of L. & N. Ry. Co.
vs. Biddell cited by plaintiff, the L. & N. had purchased and
owned all the stock of the Kentucky Central Ry. Company
and took a deed from it for all its property, and the L. & N.
Ry. Co. agreed to pay t he indebtedness of the old concern.
There- after judgment had been rendered against t he old
concern, and there was a nulla bona, the court held that the
new concern, by r eason of t he fact that it had acquired all
the capital stock of t he old corporation, and had taken a
deed for its property for only a nominal consideration, and
promised to pay its indebtedness, must pay its debts. In
that case the court said :
"Where one corporation goes entirely out of existence or is annexed or merged into another corporation,
if no arrangements are made respecting the prope!tY
and liabilities of the corporation that ceases to exist,
the surviving corporation will be entitled to all the
property, and answerable for all the liabilities of the
other."

new concern had promised to pay the old one's debts, or that
no arrangement had been made for their payment.
In order to enable one corporation to absorb another,
without annexing it to another or merging it into another, it
must in effect be the same corporation reorganized. If they
are entirely different corporations, then the doctrine of absorption can not apply. Unless it is the same corporation,
then suit should be brought against the corporation originally
liable, and upon a return of nulla bona, the creditor may proceed against the corporation which has taken over the property of the old concern, or against its stockholders if they
have gotten the property. In the case of Chesapeake, 0. &
S. W. Ry. vs. Griest, 85 Ky., 619, the plaintiff Griest sought
to recover for personal injuries inflicted by t he Paducah &
Elizabethtown Ry. upon the theory that the C. & 0. &c. Ry.
had absorbed the Railroad primarily liable, but in denying
his right to recover against the C. & 0 . . the Court of Appeals
said:
''The action should have been prosecuted against
the Paducah & Elizabethtown Railroad Company for
the purpose of establishing the claim, and then the
equity of the appellant, as against the stockholders of
that corporation, or t he claim, if any, against the present appellant could be asserted".

There is no allegation here that the New Jersey corporation had gone out of existence, or that it had been annexed
to or merged with the Kentucky corporation, nor that the

In that case t he Court held that t he plaintiff could not
primarily recover from t he new concern. In this case, there
is no consolidation nor is there any absorption or merger of
corporations and in no event when none of these things exist
can any corporation ot her than that primarily liable be sued
in the same action; af!d in addit ion to that, the Kentucky
authorities cited are all predicated upon t he idea that the
proper remedy is to first sue t he corporation primarily liable,
and then upon a nulla bona proceed against the others, if any,
who are secondarily liable. In Kentucky, a party for whose
benefit a contract is made for another may sue eit her the
party primarily liable or the party who has made a promise
for his benefit, but he can not sue both. He must sue either
the one or the other, and until he has released the original
obligor and accepted the other in his stead, no liability attaches against such other, and in the case at bar there has
been no such release of the New Jersey corporation, and
plaintiff still seeks to hold it liable. The fact that plaintiff
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was not sure which she should sue does not affect the liability of either in the least.
It is also contended by plaintiff in her brief that we are
inconsistent because we filed answer for the Kentucky corporation, and that the court erred in trying the case so far
as the Kentucky corporation is concerned. The answer of
what purports to be the Kentucky corporation starts out by
stating that ''defendant Morehead & North Fork Railroad
Company, sued as a Kentucky corporation", and in that
manner it answers (R 68).
There was no objection to the filing of such an answer
in the Federal Court, and the plaintiff can not now complain. So far as the court's erring in taking jurisdiction of
the Kentucky corporation is concerned, that question has
long since been put to rest. From 1866 to 1875, the Federal
Court would only take jurisdiction as between the plaintiff
and the removing defendant, and the matter between the
plaintiff and the other defendants would be left in the state
court. That gave rise to considerable trouble and inconvenience and other complications, and by the Acts of 1875,
the whole case is removed as to all parties, and that has been
the rule and law ever since. This matter is fully discussed
in the case of Barney vs. Lathm, 103 U. S.,205. So the removal of the cause by the New Jersey corporation took the
whole case to the Federal Court, even though it be conceded
that there were two corporations and one of them a Kentucky corporation. Then for another reason the plaintiff
could not be prejudiced by reason of a removal of the case
as to the Kentucky corporation. If there was such corporation, there would be no liability as to it unless there was
liability for the injury sued for against the New Jersey corporation. It must first be determined that the New Jersey
corporation was liable before there is any possibility of liability against the alleged Kentucky corporation. It has been
determined in the Federal Court that there is no liability so
far as the New Jersey corporation is concerned, and if the
matter had remained in the state court, this judgment in the
Federal Court would be a bar to the plaintiff's recovery in
the state court.
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SEPARABLE CONTROVERSY
To begin with, under the decisions of the Kentucky
Courts, the plaintiff could not in the first instance sue what
i~ all~ged to b~ ~ Kentuc~y corporation. There is no allegation m the petition that 1t annexed, was consolidated with
or absorbed the New Jersey corporation. There is no allegation that it absorbed ALL of the property of the New
Jersey concern or that it absorbed any material part of it,
or that the corporation primarily liable is insolvent. It is
denied that they are the same corporation. Then at most
the Kentucky corporation would only be liable to the extent
or the value of the property which 1t took or the money it
,..?wed the New Jersey concern for property taken by it. If
it took over or wrongfully took possession of the other cor. ' s property, then it would only be liable to the
12.orat 10n
~~t~nt of its value It clearly had nothing to do with the
k1llmg o~ Kearns. t was not in existence as a Kentucky
c
rat10n at that t
' he laintiff's petition so shows.
It was a:1d is either the same corporation as e ew ersey
corporat10n as contended by the defendants, or it is an entirely distinct corporation as contended for by the plaintiffs
and if it is entirely distinct, created by different states the~
it could not absorb the property of the foreign corpo;ation.
It must acquire it by contract or by adverse possession. It
can _not ~e co~tended that it acquired it by adverse pos~ess1on, smce 1t had only been in existence two years accordmg to plaintiff's contention. There is no allegation of a
contract with reference to the property between the corporations, and there is no rule of law with which we are
cognizant by which the same incorporators of a corporation
of one state may go to another and organize another corporation, and merely by such incorporation become the owner
of the first corporation's property; nor has the State of Kent~cky the power to dissolve or annihilate a foreign corporat10n merely by organizing another of the same name or even
with the same stockholders, nor has it power to thus divest
such foreign corporation of its property and re-invest it in
such corporation of its own creation. It makes no difference
i~ t~e stockholders are willing for such a transfer, they are
d1stmct corporations under this state of case, and it takes a
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formal transfer, or . some sort of contract between them
which the law recognizes.
For the purpose of determining whether there is a separable controversy, or whether the necessary grounds for
removal exist, the court will look alone to the plaintiff's
petition.
In Re Jarnecke Ditch, 69 Fed., 168; Barney vs. Latham,
103 U. S., 205; C. & o. Ry. Co. vs. Cockrell's Admr., 34 Sup.
Ct. Rep., 278, decided Jany. 19, 1914. The court will not
look to the petition for removal on this proposition where
the plaintiff has a joint cause of action against the nonresident and resident defendants. But it must be a ioint
cause of action. In other words it must arise out of the
same transaction, and there must be such a community in
wrong doing among the parties with reference to the original cause of action as will subject both to liability therefor,
or there is a separable controversy between the parties as
will entitle the non-resident defendant to a removal to the
Federal Court. When the petition shows a separable controversy, or that there is no cause of action stated against
the resident defendant entitling plaintiff to recover in that
action against him, then upon the filing of the non-resident
defendant's petition stating that a separable controversy
exists between him and the plaintiff, the cause should be
removed. It is not necessary to set out in detail what the
separable controversy is in the petition for removal when
the plaintiff's petition shows it on its face, for it is by the
plaintiff's petition that the court will be governed primarily
on this motion to remove. There is an exception, however,
in certain instances when it is charged that there is a fraudulent joinder for the purpose of defeating the jurisdiction
of the Federal Court. If there is any issue of fact to be
determined upon the petition for removal, such as a fraudulent joinder, &c., then that matter shall be tried out by the
Federal Court alone. C. & 0. Ry. Co. vs. Cockrell supra.
In the case at bar, upon the issue of fact made by the
petition for removal and in which fraudulent joinder is
charged, the Morgan Circuit Court heard the proof and attempted to pass upon the questions of fact therein raised.
This under the decision in the Cockrell case and cases therein cited was error, as that was a matter to be determined
entirely in the Federal Court.

When the petition for removal was filed, the only question which the state court had the right to consider was the
question whether the plaintiff's petition, together with the
petition for removal, stated grounds for removal. It had no
right to permit ·the filing of an answer to the petition for
removal, or the making of issues thereon.
Technically
speaking, no answer was filed by the plaintiff in the Federal
Court to the petition for removal, and no issue was made on
the allegations of the petition for removal, since they could
only be made there. They did attempt to make them in the
state court, but that was not the forum in which to do it,
and we do not think the filing of this answer and reading of
affidavits in the State Court can avail them in the Federal
Court; nor does the filing of a transcript of what was done
in the state court dispense with the necessity of their filing
them in the Federal Court. Then if they are not properly
filed, it is admitted that the New Jersey corporation was
reincorporated under the laws of the State of Kentucky pursuant to the provisions of Section 765, and that it was thereby
merely licensed to do business in this State. Upon the trial
of the case on its merits, no proof was offered by the plaintiff
to show that there had been any absorption of the property
of the New Jersey concern by the Kentucky corporation,
and in fact no proof was offered of any character with reference to the Kentucky corporation, or to hold it liable in any
manner.
A careful examination of the authorities cited by the
plaintiff on this question of separable controversy, without
going over them one by one, shows that they were cases in
which the non-resident and resident defendants were primarily liable, and none of them are in point with this case.
Without going into detail and without continuing this brief
further on the question of our right to remove this cause for
the additional reason that there was a separable controversy,
we desire to again call the Court's attention to the fact that
the New Jersey corporation was the only defendant that was
primarily liable, and that the alleged Kentucky corporation
was not in existence and could not have been jointly liable
with the New Jersey concern in the commission of this sort.
They didn't do it together, and the Kentucky corporation
never afterward promised or agreed to assume any responsibility for it. If it took over the property of the New Jersey
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corporation for a valuable consideration, then it is not
responsible, but the plaintiff's remedy is against the New
Jersey corporation, or its stockholders if it has desolved.
But it has not dissolved and is sought to be held here. At
most, the Kentucky corporation could in no event be more
than a garnishee if the proper proceedings were had against
it. The controversy between the plaintiff and New Jersey
corporation is its liability for killing Kearns. There is no
real controversy stated in the petition which is maintainable
between the plaintiff and Kentucky corporation, but at most the one sought to be made between them is to determine the
amount of property wrongfully taken from the New Jersey
corporation by it, and this could never be maintained or
become necessary until it has been determined in addition
that the New Jersey corporation is liable for the killing of
Kearns, but that it is insolvent as well. The New Jersey
corporation could be liable, and still there might never be
any liability as against the alleged Kentucky corporation.
There never would be any liability as to the Kentucky corporation unless the New Jers9y corporation should become
insolvent. We call the Court's attention to the opinion of
the learned Trial Judge on this question, which is found on
pages 56 to 63 of the record and the cases therein cited, to wit:
Mecke vs. Valleytown Mineral Co., 93 Fed., 697; Harley
vs. Home Ins. Co., 125 Fed., 792; Elkins vs. Howell, 140 Fed.,
157; Iowa Lillooet Co. vs.Bliss, 144 Fed.,446; Manufacturer's
&c. Iron Co. vs. Brown Alaska Co., 148 Fed., 308.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we insist that this court has no jurisdiction of this writ of error for the reasons stated in our motion
to dismiss and in this brief, and we ask that it be dismissed;
but if the court hold otherwise on that question, we are of
the opinion that for at least three other reasons stated in
this brief, the District Court properly took and retained
jurisdiction of this case.
Respectfully submitted,
YOUNG & CLAY,
NICKELL & CISCO,
E. HOGG,
Attorneys for Defendant in Error

